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This guide is meant to provide students of Sung-period (960-1279) topics with a comprehensive list of bibliographies, indexes, and other research aids. Harvard-Yenching Library call-numbers are given to the left of the entry.

Missing from this guide are explanations of how to use the research tools noted and, with some exceptions for recent publications, citations of those reference works that are not exclusive to the Sung period. For such matters readers will find invaluable:

DS734.7.W55 1975x  The History of Imperial China: A Research Guide.
Endymion Wilkinson.

and

(W) Ref DS734.7.Z99 C65 1991x  Updating Wilkinson: An Annotated Bibliography of Reference Works on Imperial China Published Since 1973
James H. Cole
Published by the author: 7 East 85th St. #4C, NY, NY 10028, 1991.

For literary studies, see:

PL2250.C5347x  "A Note on Some Recent Lexica and Indexes to Traditional Chinese Literature
William H. Nienhauser, Jr.
"Part I: Lexica."

In preparing this work I have drawn on several published and unpublished bibliographies. Citations ending with the cryptic "McMullen #" refer to the appropriate entry in:

(David) L. McMullen.
San Francisco: Chinese Materials Center, 1975,

where a fuller description can be found. Don J. Wyatt and Chu Ping-tzu have provided descriptions of a number of works included neither in McMullen nor in:

Ref (W) Z1035.T32 1971  An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Chinese Reference Works
Ssu-yü Teng and Knight Biggerstaff.

The following have also been consulted:

"Medieval Chinese Historiography."
Robert M. Hartwell.
Unpublished course handout, ca. 1975.

and

"A Selected Bibliography of Reference Books for Sung and Yuan Neo-Confucianism."
Wm. Theodore de Bary et al.

Special thanks are due to Timothy Connor, Public Services Librarian of the Harvard-Yenching Library; thanks to his thorough review of the final draft it was possible to make numerous corrections. Don J. Wyatt, Andrew Liu, Milan Hejtmanek, and Thomas Selover worked on this guide at various times. The first edition would not have been possible without the efforts of Anthony DeBlasi. I am equally indebted to Chu Ping-tzu for his work on this revision. I also thank Stuart H. Sargent and Huang K’uan-ch’ung for their suggestions and corrections.
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I. State of the Field/

Guides to the State of the Field

The late Etienne Balazs began formulating plans for an international, collaborative study of the Sung period as early as 1949 and formally initiated the “Sung Project” in 1954. The Project was responsible for some of the most valuable reference tools in this guide. Its history is related in:

Ref (W) Yves Hervouet, “Introduction,”
DS751.S86 1978x, A Sung Bibliography

Loc: Z3102 .S77

I.A. NEWSLETTERS AND BULLETINS

For current bibliography in Western languages, Chinese, and Japanese, as well as for abstracts of Western-language dissertations, reports on work-in-progress and scholarly activities, and research articles, see:

W2665/95 Journal of Sung Yuan Studies
(W) DS751.S83 (Latest) 21 (1989) –
LoC: DS751 .S83 Published as Bulletin of Sung-Yuan Studies,
Published as Sung Studies Newsletter,

For the state of the field in the People's Republic of China, including PRC bibliography, publication news, and short articles of scholarly interest, see:

2665/5635 Sung-shih yen-chiu t'ung-hsun
(Bulletin of Sung studies), 1985-

For subscription information contact the Journal of Sung-Yuan Studies.

I.B. RETROSPECTIVE ASSESSMENTS OF THE FIELD

A useful if dated introduction to Sung sources and to modern studies in Chinese, Japanese, and Western languages is:

“Matériaux de recherches sur la période Song”
Yves Hervouet.

Note is taken here of the conference volume from the most recent International Conference on Sung History:

Kuo-chi Sung-shih yen-t'ao-hui lun-wen chi
(Taipei: Kuo-chi Sung-shih yen-t'ao-hui mi-shu-ch'u, 1988.)
I.B.1. Scholarship in the People's Republic of China

For a comparative assessment of three periods in the development of Chinese Sung historical studies between 1950 and 1990, see:

2451/0257  "Hai-hsia liang-an Sung-shih yen-chiu tung-hsiang"  
Huang K'uan-ch'ung  
Plage: DS735 .H737 China  
“Trends in Historical Research in Taiwan and Mainland China.”  
Huang K'uan-ch'ung. Trans. David C. Wright.  

For a useful introduction to PRC historical scholarship in 1980-1990 by a leading Chinese social historian, see:

J2451/5657  "Chung-kuo ta-lu chin-shih-nien lai te Sung-shih yen-chiu"  
Chang Pang-wei  
Chūgoku shigaku 研究 1 (1991): 103-124,  
and, for approximately the same period,

(W) DS751.S83  "A Brief Survey of Song Studies in Chinese over the Past 10 Years."  
Yang Weisheng. Trans. Lee-fang Ch'ien.  

There are annual reviews of scholarship in

R1010.1/5638  Chung-kuo che-hsueh nien-chien  
Ref (C) B31 .C4 Latest  
LoC: B31 .C4 China  
(Annual review of Chinese philosophy).  
Shanghai: Chung-kuo ta pai-k'o ch'üan-shu ch'ü-pan she.

R2451/5676  Chung-kuo li-shih-hsueh nien-chien  
LoC: DS701 .S44  
(Annual review of the study of Chinese history).  
Peking: Jen-min ch'ü-pan she.

R5206/5645  Chung-kuo ku-tien wen-hsueh yen-chiu nien-chien  
LoC: PL2250 .C5634 China  
(Annual review of studies of classical Chinese literature).  
Shanghai: Shang-hai ku-chi ch'ü-pan she.

Since 1986 an annual review of historical studies has appeared. The sections on Sung history and their authors are noted here.

2451/5651.1,  Chung-kuo shih yen-chiu tung-t'ai  
(C) DS734.7.C63  
LoC: DS734.7 .C63 China  
(Trends in Chinese historical studies).  
1993.7: 6-12  Hsing T'ieh  
1992.12: 1-7  Chang T'ung  
1991.8: 1-7  Chang T'ung  
1990.5: 1-7  Wang Sheng-tō
I. State of the Field

Since 1982 the national meeting of the Sung Studies Association in the PRC has published a conference volume with the title:

2665/351 Wang Sheng-to
LoC: DS751 .S82 China

Sung-shih yen-chiu lun-wen chi
(Collected research articles on Sung history)

I.B.2. Scholarship in the Republic of China and Hong Kong

For a review of post-1949 scholarship in Taiwan and Hong Kong, see:

Ref (C) Chung-kuo-shih yen-chiu chih-nan 3: Sung-shih Liao Chin Yuan shih
DS735.C543 1990x v.3

Guide to the study of Chinese history 3: Sung history and Liao, Chin, and Yuan history.
Kao Ming-shih ed.

Liang Keng-yao on political, social, and economic history in Taiwan, pp. 3-48.
Wu Chan-liang on intellectual and literary history in Taiwan, pp. 49-104.
Li Hung-ch'i on Sung history in Hong Kong, pp. 105-112.

Also note the following comparative assessment of three periods of mainland and Taiwan historical studies, 1949-1990:

2451/0257 Huang K'uan-ch'ung
Loc: DS735 .H737 China

“Trends in Historical Research in Taiwan and Mainland China.”
Huang K'uan-ch'ung. Trans. David C. Wright.

Although a periodic review devoted to Sung studies has yet to be established for scholarship in Taiwan and Hong Kong, bibliographies of recent work regularly appear in the Journal of Sung-Yuan Studies. State-of-the-field news and bibliographies, covering Sung studies and other fields, will also be found in

9160/3713, (C) DS734.97.T28 H35
for the latest
LoC: DS734.97.T28 H35
Han-hsueh yen-chiu t'ung-hsun
(Bulletin of sinological studies).
Taipei: Han-hsueh yen-chiu tsu-liao chi fu-wu chung-hsin.
The Sung History Study Society publishes annually a volume reprinting important recent articles; occasionally the articles have been expanded or revised. This series appears under the title:

2665/3513  **Sung-shih yen-chiu chi**

*(Collect ed studies of Sung history).*

Sung-shih yen-chiu hui

*Vol. 1 (1958)* -

Taipei: various publishers.

Vol. 11 contains an index to article titles for vols. 6-10 and an index to authors for vols. 1-10.

**I.B.3. Scholarship in Japan**

For a review of major achievements and topics in Japanese Sung studies in the postwar period, see:


Hasegawa Yoshio.  

Also valuable as a bibliographic survey of Japanese Sung studies is

"Jih-pen Sung-tai-shih yen-chiu chih k'uang"

*(Survey of Sung historical studies in Japan).*

Kida Tomoo  
*Jih-pen hsueh-che yen-chiu Chung-kuo-shih lun-chu hsuan-i*  
* compiled. Vol. 1.*  
Peking: Chung-hua shu-chü, forthcoming.

Of particular interest for its account of the history of Japanese Sung studies and the emergence of intellectual divisions among Japanese historians with regard to the Naitō hypothesis and the study of economic and social history, is:

J2451/5657  "Nihon ni okeru Sōdaishi kenkyū no kichō"  
*(The nature of Song historical studies in Japan).*

Teraji Jun  
*Chūgoku shigaku*  

An earlier version of this article includes a useful bibliography:

J2401/0247  "Nihon ni kē ru Sōdaishi kenkyū"  
*(Sung historical studies in Japan)*

Teraji Jun  
*Hiroshima daigaku Tōyōshi kenkyūshitsu hōkok*  

Note also the entries under I.C. below.
For a more general survey of the state of Japanese studies on the Five Dynasties, Sung, and Yuan, see:

2665/5635  "Jih-pen te Wu-tai, Sung, Yuan shih yen-chiu chin-k'uang”
(The current state of Japanese studies of the Five Dynasties, Sung, and Yuan).
Kondō Kazunari 松尾一成  Trans. Wang Jui-lai 王瑞來

Of great value is the annual review of the previous year's historical scholarship on Five Dynasties, Sung, and Yuan in Japan, usually appearing in Number 5 of each volume of:

J2305/5700  Shigaku zasshi
LoC:  D1 .S4338 Japan
(Journal of historical studies).

The Journal of Sung-Yuan Studies has published translations of these retrospects, beginning with the 1987 survey.

LoC:  DS751 .S83


For additional reviews of Japanese scholarship see I.B.5, Scholarship in Particular Fields.

I.B.4. Scholarship in the West

On new developments in the American study of Sung history between 1983 and 1993, see:

2451/0257  "Mei-kuo Sung-tai yen-chiu chin-k'uang”
LoC:  DS735 .H737 China
Peter K. Bol 伯棣克
Hsin shih-hsueh 新史學 6 (1995):

On scholarship in the USSR, see:

DS 734.97.S65 S68  "The Sung, Chin, and Hsi-hsia."
LoC:  DS734.97.S65 S68 1984
Ruth Dunnell.
In Soviet Studies of Pre-Modern China,
Gilbert Rozman ed.

I.B.5. Scholarship in Particular Fields

I.B.5.a. Intellectual History

A general review by a senior intellectual historian is

J 2414 1317
LoC: DS32.5 .A44 1983 Japan
Shimada Kenji
Intellectual history III: Sung through Ch'ing.
Ajiya rekishikingyō nyūmon: Chōoku
(Introduction to the study of Asian history: China).

On Neo-Confucianism in particular see, for Japan:

(W) DS12.A45
LoC: DS12 .A45
Öshima Akira.

1010.1/5657
LoC: B8.C5 C48
Shimada Kenji
Overview of postwar Japanese studies of Sung and Ming Neo-Confucianism.
Chung-kuo che-hsueh 7 (1982): 146-158.

9200/5372
LoC: AS452.C4614 A15 China
Yoshida Kōhei and Ichiki Tsuyuhiko
The state of Japanese studies of Neo-Confucianism.
Chung-chou hsueh-k'an 1985.3
1985.3

J2305/7571
LoC: D1 .R2178 Japan
Shimoda Kenji
Studies on Chu Hsi Confucianism: Its present state and issues.
Rekishigaku kenkyū to kadai
(Studies on Chu Hsi Confucianism: Its present state and issues).

For Western studies of Neo-Confucianism:

J1237/2174
LoC: B128.C54 S54 Japan
"Ö-Bei no Shushigaku"
(Chu Hsi studies in Europe and America).
In Shushigaku nyūmon
(Chu Hsi studies in Europe and America).
Ch'en Jung-chien
(Chu Hsi studies in Europe and America).
Wing-tsit Chan.
Shushigaku taiketsu
(Chu Hsi studies in Europe and America).
For one view of several recent studies of Sung intellectual history with a particular emphasis on Neo-Confucianism, see:

9205/5605.1  
*Pa-shih nien-tai chung-yeh i-lai Mei-kuo te Sung-tai ssu-hsiang-shih yen-chiu*  
LoC:  PL2250 .C5638 China  
(American scholarship on Sung intellectual history since the mid-1980s).  
Hoyt Cleveland Tillman  
*Chung-kuo wen-che yen-chiu t'ung-hsun*  

For China:

J1009.1/6264  
"Chūgoku ni okeru Sō Min rigakushi kenkyū"  
(Studies of Sung-Ming Neo-Confucianism in China).  
Tsuchida Kenjirō  
*Tōyō no shisō to shūkyō*  

For Chinese scholarship on Chu Hsi, see:

2451/5651.1  
"Chu-tzu-hsueh yen-chiu te hsin-chin-chan"  
LoC:  DS734.7 .C63 China  
(New developments in Chu Hsi studies).  
Yü Chao-p'eng and Li Wei-tung  
*Chung-kuo-shih yen-chiu tung-t'ai*  

On the changes in the evaluation of Chu Hsi in the PRC, see:

"Saikin no Chūgoku ni okeru Shū Ki kenkyū o megutte"  
(On recent Chu Hsi studies in China).  
Kawano Masahiro  
*Kumatsu shū*  

For Taiwan scholarship on Ssu-ma Kuang's *Tzu-chih t'ung-chien*, see:

2451/5651.1  
"Chin ssu-shih-nien lai T'ai-kan Tzu-chih t'ung-chien yen-chiu kai-shu"  
LoC:  DS734.7 .C63 China  
(Introduction to Taiwan scholarship on Tzu-chih t'ung-chien in the last forty years).  
Chai Ch'ing-fu  
*Chung-kuo-shih yen-chiu tung-t'ai*  

For a review of scholarship on Buddhism and Taoism, see:

J9210/2794  
"Sō Gen jidai no Bukkyō to Dōkyō ni kansuru kenkyū kaiko"  
(Review of studies on Sung- and Yuan-period Buddhism and Taoism).  
Araki Kengo  
*Kurume daigaku Hikakubunka kenkyūjo kiyō*  
I.B.5.b. Literature and Art

For the last decade of Chinese scholarship on Sung poetry, see:

W2665/95
LoC: DS751 .S83
"Trends in Research on Song Poetry in China during the Last Decade"
Translated by Stuart Sargent.
(An abbreviated translation of an article in Ganran 4 [1991]: 196-215.)

Note also:

9401/5621
"Ts'ung Sung-shih yen-chiu lun- chu lei-mu Sung-shih lun-wen hsuan-chi k'an Sung-shih yen-chiu te fang-fa ho ch'u-hsing"
(From General discussion of the methods and trends in Sung poetry studies evident in the Sung shih yen-chiu lun- chu lei-mu and Sung shih lun-wen hsuan-chi.)
Chang Kao-p'ing

For a review of recent work in *art history* see:

W2665/95
LoC: DS751 .S83

I.B.5.c. Social and Economic History

For Japanese studies of Chinese *social history* from the Sung through the Ch'ing periods, see:


For a review of recent work in *social-economic history*, including a lengthy bibliography, see:

RW9220/26.1
LoC: Z3001 .B49
"Rural China in the Song."
Peter J. Golas.

The following introduces recent Chinese scholarship on *marriage* in the Sung

2451/5651.1
LoC: DS734.7 .C63 China
"Chin-nien lai Sung-tai hun-yin wen-t'i yen-chiu tsung-shu" (General discussion of recent scholarship on marriage in the Sung).
Hsiao Huai-an
I. State of the Field

For an account of Japanese scholarship on the history of Chinese water utilization, see:

J8731/5612 "Nihon ni okeru Sō Gen suirishi kenkyū no seika to kadai"
LoC: Z7935 J37 1994

(Achievements and issues in the Japanese study of the history of water utilization in Sung and Yuan).

Nagase Mamoru 長瀬正男

For studies on Sung cities, see:

2451/5651.1 "Chin-nien lai Sung-tai ch'eng-shih yen-chiu tsung-shu"
LoC: DS734.7 .C63 China

(General introduction to recent scholarship on Sung cities).

Hsu Kuo 許國

For discussion on Wang An-shih's New Policies, see:

2451/5651.1 "Chin-nien lai Wang An-shih pien-fa wen-t'i t'ao-lun shu-p'ing"
LoC: DS734.7 .C63 China

(Critical introduction to recent scholarship on Wang An-shih's New Policies).

Huo Ch'un-ying 胡春英

For Japanese scholarship on Sung fiscal history, see:

J2401/0247 “Sōdai zaiseishi kenkyū no dōkō”

(For a discussion of policies in the early Sung period, see:

2451/5651.1 "Chin-nien lai Sung-tai li-shih ti-wei ho Sung-ch'u cheng-ts'e yen-chiu shu-p'ing"
LoC: DS734.7 .C63 China

This article treats the fiscal situation of the whole empire and the fiscal institutions of the central government, river transportation and military provisioning, local finance, and the increasing integration of fiscal policy.

I.B.5.d. Other

For a discussion of policies in the early Sung period, see:

2451/5651.1 "Chin-nien lai Sung-tai li-shih ti-wei ho Sung-ch'u cheng-ts'e yen-chiu shu-p'ing"
LoC: DS734.7 .C63 China

(Review of recent scholarship on the historical importance of the Sung and on early Sung policies).

Sung Ch'iang-kang 汝強耕
For studies on Yueh Fei, see:

2451/5651.1 "Chien-kuo i-lai Yueh Fei yen-chiu tsung-shu"
LoC: DS734.7 .C63 China
(General introduction to studies on Yueh Fei since 1949).
Jen Ch'ung-yueh

I.C. INTRODUCTIONS TO THE STUDY OF SUNG HISTORY

The three Japanese studies listed below are essential introductions to the primary sources, references tools, and major secondary works for the study of Sung history.

Sudō Yoshiyuki's essay on the Five Dynasties and Sung periods in:

(J) D9.S38 Sekai rekishi jiten
LoC: DS803 .S4 Japan
(Encyclopedia of world history).
Vol. 23.

Included with this edition of the Guide is Chikusa Masaaki's essay on Sung from:

J2412/1317 Ajia rekishi kenkyū nyūmon, 1: Chūgoku
LoC: DS32.5 .A44 1983 Japan
(Introduction to the study of Asian history, 1: China).

Of particular value for social and economic history are Yanagida Setsuko's and Ihara Hiroshi's essays on the sources for Sung history and Chinese and Japanese studies, in

J2518/2445 Chūgokushi kenkyū nyūmon
LoC: DS735.C543 1990x
(Introduction to the study of Chinese history).
Yamane Yukio ed.
Vol. 1.

Translated into Chinese in

Ref (C)
DS735.C543 1990x
Chung-kuo-shih yen-chiu chih-nan 3: Sung-shih Liao Chin Yuan shih
(Guide to the study of Chinese history 3: Sung history and Liao, Chin, and Yuan history).
Kao Ming-shih ed. and trans.
Again note Hasegawa's account of postwar Japanese Sung studies:


which cites the major reference works compiled by Japanese scholars and their studies of the examination and school system, bureaucratic system, and *shih-ta-fu* class.

The multi-volume series on Chu Hsi school Neo-Confucianism, the *Shushigaku taikei* includes a one-volume introduction to the sources for Chu Hsi studies:

J1237/2174 *Shushigaku nyūmon*  

Finally, note Fang Hao's discussion of 60 important primary sources:

9401/5621 "Yen-chiu Sung shih ts'an-k'ao shu-chi chü-yao"  

and the discussion of several major primary sources in the bibliography of

(W)JQ 1512.K7 *Civil Service in Early Sung China, 960-1067.*  

Take note of the following excellent introduction to Yuan studies:

2700/4241.1 *Yuan-shih hsueh kai-shuo*  

This reviews Yuan historical studies, abstracts scholarship in many different fields, and introduces primary sources, reference works, and research tools. There are indexes to secondary scholarship in Chinese, Japanese, Russian, and European languages.
II

Bibliographies and Abstracts of Recent Scholarship

Note the reappearance of

(W) DS734.95.R49x  
Revue bibliographique de sinologie.

LoC:  Z7059 .R4  
Nouvelle série, vol. 1- .


This review annually abstracts several hundred Chinese, Japanese, and Western-language studies on Chinese subjects.

II.A. IN WESTERN LANGUAGES

(Rubel) Ref. B. 8  
Bibliographie des travaux en langues occidentales sur les Song parus de 1946 à 1965.

LoC:  Z3106 .H45  
Yves Hervouet.


This is an annotated, classified bibliography of books and articles on Sung published in 1946-1965, covering economy, politics, religion, arts, etc.

After 1965 see the unclassified but comprehensive bibliographies of Western-language scholarship and occasional selective and annotated bibliographies of Russian-language scholarship in the


II.B. IN CHINESE

For Chinese-language studies for the period 1900 to 1975, see:

DS751.C46 1979x  
Bibliographie et index des travaux en Chinois sur les Song, 1900-1975.

Mehan Jih-ho (Ch'en Ch'ing-hao)(Chen 甄超浩)


This includes a key-word index based on article and book titles and a separate author index. Although its contents may be replicated by the bibliographies listed below, the depth of its classification scheme and its inclusion of Chinese-language secondary sources irrespective of origin give it particular value.

For the period 1905-1981 see the following classified, unannotated bibliography, with an author index, covering both Taiwan and the mainland:

DS751.S86 1983x  
Sung shih yen-chiu lun-wen yu shu-chi mu-lu

(A classified list of Chinese articles and books on Sung history).

Sung Shee (Hsi) 夏曾　


This first appeared in parts in Chinese Culture, beginning in 1966.
II. Bibliography: Recent Scholarship

For the period 1982-1986, see the following classified, unannotated bibliography; covering both Taiwan and the mainland:

LoC: Z3108.A3 S8 1983 China  
(Bibliography of of Chinese articles and books on Sung history, 1982-1986).  
Sung Shee (Hsi) comp.  
This originally appeared in parts in Chinese Culture

After 1986 see supplements appearing in:


The following is an unannotated, classified bibliography for PRC studies, 1983-1986, including books and articles and new editions of Sung-period texts. It has separate sections -- with different classifications -- for books and articles

Sung-shih chu-shu lun-wen tzu-liao chien-mu  
(Brief bibliography of monographs and articles on Sung history).  
T’ang Chien-kuo comp.  
Special issue of Sung-shih t’ung-hsun 1987.9. 60 p.

T’ang has also compiled a classified, selective bibliography of mainland Chinese books and articles on Sung cultural history, 1900-1990:

"Sung-tai wen-hua-shih chu-shu fen-lei hsuan-mu"  
(Classified selected bibliography of books on Sung cultural history).  
T’ang Chien-kuo comp.  

"Sung-tai wen-hua-shih lun-wen tzu-liao hsuan-mu"  
(Selected bibliography of articles on Sung cultural history).  
T’ang Chien-kuo comp.  

Bibliographies of books and articles published in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the PRC appear regularly in Sung Studies Newsletter/Bulletin of Sung-Yuan Studies/Journal of Sung Yuan Studies. For the updating of bibliography in the PRC see also the Sung-shih yen-chiu t’ung-hsun and, for scholarship in Taiwan and Hong Kong, see also the Han-hsueh yen-chiu t’ung-hsun.

The following unannotated bibliography reportedly exists as a manuscript at Hang-chou University.

Sung Liao Hsia Chin shih yen-chiu lun-chu so-yin  
(Index to scholarly writings on Sung, Liao, Hsia, and Chin history).  
Part I, vol. 1, Chinese publications for 1900-1949.9  
Part II, Taiwan and Hong Kong publications for 1949.10-1981  
Hang-chou tu-hsueh Ku-chi yen-chiu-so, Sung-shih yen-chiu-so  
Hang-chou dai-tai yu-ching yu-ching chen-tu, t’ung-ch’ing shih-t’ou comp.  
Not seen
II.C. IN JAPANESE

Invaluable for its detailed abstracts of selected books and articles published before 1961 is

\[ \text{J2662/3551.1} \]

*Sōdai kenkyū bunken teiyō”

(Abstracts of scholarly contributions on the Sung period).
Sōshi teiyō hensan kyōryoku iinkai

*Sōshi teiyō hensan kyōryoku iinkai* comp.

Classified. Books and articles are treated separately. There is an author index.

Between 1957 and 1970, three unannotated but classified bibliographies were published covering Japanese scholarship from the **Meiji period (1868-1912) to 1970**:

\[ \text{(J) DS751.S632 1957x} \]

*Sōdai kenkyū bunken mokuroku*

(Catalogue of scholarly contributions on the Sung period).
Sōshi teiyō hensan kyōryoku iinkai

*Sōshi teiyō hensan kyōryoku iinkai* comp.

Note the following selective, classified bibliography of Japanese studies of Sung **cultural history** for 1900-1990:

"Sung-tai wen-hua-shih chu-shu fen-lei hsuan-mu, Jih-wen-pan"

*Classified selected Japanese bibliography on Sung cultural history*.
*T'ang Chien-kuo* comp.

Japanese bibliography can be updated with the annual selective, classified bibliography --

\[ \text{(W) DS5.Z99 B66x} \]

*Books and Articles on Oriental Subjects Published in Japan in 1956 (and annually thereafter)*
LoC: Z3001 .B58 Japan
Tokyo: Tōhō gakkai,

-- which includes English translations of the titles and romanizations of the authors' names, as well as the annual selective, classified bibliography:

Ref (J) DS5.T69x

*Tōyōgaku bunken ruimoku*

(Classified bibliography of Oriental studies).
Kyoto: Jimbun kagaku kenkyūjo, 1935-.

This indexed bibliography includes Chinese, Korean, and Western-language (including Russian) publications. It also includes book reviews.

See also surveys and introductions to the the field by Hasegawa (I.B.3), Chikusa, Yamagida and Ihara (I.C), as well as the various items in *Chung-kuo-shih yen-chiu chih-nan* 中国史研究指南 (I.B.2).
There is also an annual bibliography of scholarship on literature from the Sung period:

J520/5607 "Saikin kokunai bunken mokuroku: Sōdai bungaku"
LoC: PL2250 .C5612 Japan (Bibliography of recent Japanese writings: Sung-period literature).

Chūgoku bungaku hō (Chinese literature).  


II. D. SPECIALIZED BIBLIOGRAPHIES

In addition to the classified bibliographies listed above by language, there are several specialized bibliographies which include Sung studies. The following lists works under the categories of politics, society, institutions, economy, and thought; it covers Chinese and Japanese scholarship, 1903-1970; there is an author index:

II.D.1. General

J2518/5150(1) Chūgoku seiji shisō to shakai seisaku kenkyū bunken mokuroku I (Godai Sō) (Bibliography of research on Chinese political thought and social policy, I: Five Dynasties and Sung).

II.D.2. Bibliography

For selected Chinese and Japanese studies of the dynastic histories, the Sung History and the dynastic histories written in Sung, see:

J2518/6512 Chūgoku seishi kenkyū bunken mokuroku

For scholarship on the T'ang-Sung transition, see:

K2510/6747(3) "Tang-Song pyŏnhyŏkgi non" (Theories about the T'ang-Sung transition).
LoC: DS735 .K325 1989 vol. 3 Korea (On Sung scholar-officials).
II.D.4. Biographical information

A companion volume concerns Chinese emperors. For Sung rulers, see:

J2518/6512.2  Chūgoku rekidai kōtei bunken mokuroku
LoC: Z3106 .K664 1979  (Bibliography on Chinese emperors through history).

Kokusho kankōkai comp.
Tokyo: Kokusho kankōkai, 1979, pp. 84-90.

For studies of Ou-yang Hsiu in Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and Western languages from 1890 through 1990, see:

9802/82  "Ou-yang Hsiu yen-chiu lun-chu ch'u-pien"
(Preliminary bibliography of studies of Ou-yang Hsiu).
Hsieh P'ei-fen comp.

Arranged by language. Chinese articles are classified: classical exegesis, historiography, thought, literature, biography, and other topics, with further subheadings. There are a total of 466 Chinese articles and 64 books, 78 Japanese entries, 6 Korean entries, and 10 Western-language entries.

For modern scholarship on Wang An-shih in Chinese, Japanese, and Western languages, see:

5343.5/1119  Wang An-shih shu-mu yü so-t'an
(Bibliography on Wang An-shih and some minor studies).
Wang Chin-kuang, Ono Yasushi, and Matsuda Yoshirō comp.
Hong Kong: Hua-feng shu-chü, 1983, pp. 15-68.

Arranged by language and author, with separate sections for books.

II.D.5. Geography

For a classified listing of articles on Szechwan during the Sung period, mainly in PRC publications, see:

Ch'eng-tu ti-fang-shih lun-chu so-yin
(Index to studies of the Ch’eng-tu region).
Ch’eng-tu: She-hui k'o-hsueh yen-chiu so, 1983, pp. 80-90.

II.D.6. Social and economic history

For Chinese scholarship on the history of water utilization but not exclusive to the Sung, see:

J8731/5612  "Chūgoku suirishi kenyū no bunken shōkai"
Fujita Katsuhisa, Ono Yasushi, and Matsuda Yoshirō comp.
松田吉郎
For Chinese and Japanese studies of the history of the salinity industry, see the following classified bibliography, which includes separate indexes to Chinese and Japanese authors.

J8532/4630.1 Chūgoku engyōshi kenkyū bunken mokuroku

(Bibliography of studies of the Chinese salt industry, 1926-1988).

Yoshida Toru 稲田徳 ed.

Tokyo: Ritsūho daigaku Tōyō shigaku kenkyūshitsu


For studies on the social-economic history of the Sung, see:

K2510/6747(3) "Songdae úi Sahoeh wa kyŏngje”

LoC: DS735.K325 1989 vol. 3 Korea

(Yi Pŏn hak 社會 economy of the Sung)

in Kangju Ch'unggukjisa III: Sadaebu sahoe wa Monggo cheguk


For protest movements, the following includes bibliographies of works in Western and in Asian languages, arranged by author. There is a subject index.


Ssu-yū Teng.


II.D.7. Philosophy and religion

For a specialized classified bibliography on Sung Confucianism or "Sung Learning," see:

(J) B127.N4 S64 1964x Sōgaku kenkyū bunken mokuroku

LoC: Z165.C6 H53 (Orien Japan)

(Bibliography of studies of Sung learning).

Hirotune Jinsei 玲海人世


and the bibliographies of Chinese and Japanese scholarship in:

J1443.52/7674 "Sō-Mingaku kenkyū bunken mokuroku"

LoC: B5234.W35 Y65 (Orien Japan)

(Bibliography of studies on Sung-Ming Confucianism).

In Yōmeigaku benran


Yōmeigaku taikei 摘明學大系 12.


For studies of Sung-Yuan-Ming Neo-Confucianism, Chu Hsi, and academies through 1989, see

Chu Hsi chi Sung Yuan Ming li-hsueh yen-chiu tsu-liao
This is a comprehensive classified bibliography of Chinese-language scholarship. There are sections on Chu Hsi, on Sung-Yuan-Ming Neo-Confucianism, on academies, on over 100 thinkers from the period, and a separate listing of books.

For scholarship on **Chu Hsi**, including some non-Chinese scholarship, see:

Ref (C)  
B128.C54 C485 1992x  
*Chu-tzu-hsueh yen-chiu shu-mu 1900-1991*  
(Bibliography of studies on Chu Hsi from 1900 to 1991).  
Lin Ch'ing-chang, Hsu Wei-p'ing and Feng Hsiao-t'ing  
comp.  

Includes 2251 items, separated into 16 categories. There is a stroke-count author index for Chinese, Korean, and Japanese authors, and an alphabetical author index for Western languages.

(W) Ref *Guide to Buddhist Philosophy.*  
B162.Z99 I52 1985x  
Kenneth K. Inada.  
LoC: Z7128.B93 I53 1985  

(W) Ref *Guide to Chinese Philosophy.*  
B126.F8 1978x  
Charles Wei-hsun Fu and Wing-tsit Chan.  
LoC: Z7129.C5 F8  

(W) Ref *Guide to Chinese Religion.*  
BL1802.Z99 Y82 1985x  
David C. Yu.  
LoC: Z7757.C6 Y8 1985  

On religion, also see:

Ref (W) BL1802.T524 1985x  
*Chinese Religion in Western Languages: A Comprehensive and Classified Bibliography of Publications in English, French and German through 1980.*  
Laurence G. Thompson.  

Ref (W) BL1802.T524 1993  
*Chinese Religion: Publications in Western Languages, 1980 through 1990.*  
Laurence G. Thompson comp. Gary Seaman, ed.  
II. Bibliography: Recent Scholarship/

On Taoism:

Ref (W) BL1920.P36 1988  
*A Select Bibliography on Taoism.*
LoC: Z7835.T2 P34 1988  
Julian F. Pas.  

II.D.8. Literature

There is also an annual bibliography of Japanese scholarship on Sung-period literature:

J5202/5607  
*"Saikin kokunai bunken mokuroku: Sōdai bungaku"*  
LoC: PL2250 .C5612 Japan  
(Bibliography of recent Japanese writings: Sung-period literature).

Chūgoku bungaku hō  
(Chinese literature).

For both traditional and modern scholarship on the tz'u lyric, see:

(W) Ref  
PL2311.G56 1975x  
*Guide to Chinese Poetry and Drama.*  
Richard John Lynn.
LoC: Z3108.L5 L85 1984x  

(W) Ref  
PL2415.436 1978x  
*Classical Chinese Fiction.*  
Winston L. Y. Yang et al.
LoC: Z3108.L5 Y29  

II.D.9. Arts

For recent scholarship on fine arts during the Sung period, see:

(W) DS751.S83  
"Art Bibliography and News of the Field from 1983-88."
LoC: DS751 .S83  
Julia K. Murray  

For literature see also items under IV.A.3.b.

Note a series of recent research guides which incorporate scholarship on Sung topics. These guides include mainly English-language bibliography, classified and annotated.
III

Bibliographies and Abstracts of Sung-Period Sources

The most informative guide to Sung-period texts of all sorts is

LoC:  Z3102 .S77  Etienne Balazs and Yves Hervouet ed.

This selective, classified bibliography includes often detailed discussions of the contents of the works cited. There are separate indexes for book titles, authors, and subjects.

For brief abstracts of some Sung-period texts, see:

B9450/2341  Chien-ming Chung-kuo ku-chi tz'u-tien
        (Concise dictionary of old Chinese books).
        Tung-pei shih-fan ta-hsueh ku-chi cheng-li yen-chiu-so

This work, including 4900 titles from antiquity to 1911, is said to be the precursor of a projected Chung-kuo wen-hsien ta-tz'u-tien (Catalogue of Chinese collectanea) with 35,000 titles.

Note that works under I.C. Introductions to the Study of Sung History also introduce selected Sung-period texts.

For a discussion of recent modern critical editions of Sung texts, see:

9160/3713  "Tien-chi tseng-hui: Chung-kuo ta-lu hsueh-chieh cheng-li Sung-tai tien-chi te hui-ku"
        (Review of the scholarly editing of Sung texts on the Chinese mainland).

III.A. MODERN COMPREHENSIVE BIBLIOGRAPHIES

The following lists the Sung texts found in the Chung-kuo ts'ung-shu tsung-lu (Catalogue of Chinese collectanea), 3 vols. (Shanghai, 1959-1962; rpt. Shanghai ku-chi, 1982). Arranged by the romanized name of the author, it includes titles of works, bibliographic category, number of chüan, and editions. There is also an index by romanized book titles. This work lists 4500 titles, including variant titles, by 1664 authors.

Ref (C)  An Index to Sung Dynasty Titles Extant in Ts'ung-shu.
        Z1003.S5 C541 1977x  Brian E. McKnight, comp.

Two bibliographies of extant Sung writings include some works not found in the McKnight index. The following series lists 3968 titles, including rare editions and works not listed in the Ts'ung-shu tsung-lu. Entries are arranged according to the traditional four-division classification system.
III. Bibliography: Sung Sources/ 21

(W) DS701.C647 "Chin-ts'ung Sung-jen chu-shu chih-chien shu-mu ch'u-kao"
LoC: DS701 .C647 (Draft bibliography of extant works of Sung figures).
Yang Chia-lo and Chuang Chia-t'ing comp.

There is considerable overlap between this and the second bibliography below, also arranged according to the
four-division classification system, which is based on current library holdings in Taiwan.

B9610/1438 Hsien-ts'ung Sung-jen chu-shu mu-lueh
(Brief catalogue of extant writings by Sung figures).
Kuo-li chung-yang t'u-shu-kuan mu-lu ts'ung-k'an

This lists the more common pre-modern editions, primarily in collectanea. Critical notes, following each entry,
compare the known editions against the entries in the major Sung-period bibliographies. The table of contents
gives the classification scheme. There is no index. Within each category entries appear in approximate
chronological order.

The catalogue of writings by Szechwanese includes titles of the individuals' works as well as pieces found only in
anthologies. Moreover, it collects references to lost writings. It is arranged by place but includes an author and
title index:

Ref (C) Sung-tai Shu-jen chu-tso ts'un-i lu
Z3107.S9 H77 1986 (Catalogue of extant and lost writings by Sung-period
Szechwanese).

LoC: Z3107.S9 H77 1986 China
Hsu Chao-ting comp.

It is arranged by modern county in Szechuan but includes stroke-count indexes to authors and titles and notes the
period when the author was active.

III.B. MODERN SPECIALIZED BIBLIOGRAPHIES

As noted above, the following treats selected works in all categories. It is fully indexed and notes editions.

LoC: Z3102 .S77 Etienne Balazs and Yves Hervouet ed.

III.B.1. Literati Writing

5238.5/6246 Ch'üan Sung wen
for v. 41-51, (C) PL2619.C6 1988 (Complete Sung-dynasty prose).
Ssu-ch'uan ta-hsueh Ku-chi cheng-li yen-chiu so comp.
Ch'eng-tu: Pa-Shu shu-she, 1986-. The preceding is a collection of all literary prose arranged by author in chronological order. An author's compositions are grouped into 16 categories (詩賦、詔令、奏議、公牘、箋簡、書序、序敘、論議、遊説、書簡、評議、史考、論書、奏疏、嘉頌、雜說、詩文)
A complete table of contents, author index, title index and name index is forthcoming. 150 volumes are projected.
5237.5/1047

Ch’üan Sung shih

(Complete Sung-dynasty Poetry).

Pei-ching ta-hsueh Ku-wen-hsien yen-chiu-so comp.
Peking: Hsin-hua shu-tien, 1991-

A collection of all Sung poetry, arranged by author in chronological order. Neither Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms rulers nor Liao and Chin authors are included. A complete table of contents, author index, and title index will be appended.

III.B.1.a. Literary Collections

The most complete catalogue of extant editions of individual collections (wen-chi) is:

Ref (C) PL2503.H74 1990x
Hsien-ts’un Sung-jen pieh-chi pan-pen mu-lu

(Catalogue of extant Sung literary collections of individual authors).
Shen Chih-hung ed.

This covers the holdings of 250 PRC libraries, 32 Japanese libraries, the Library of Congress and 521 ts’ung-shu 藏書. It includes collections of 739 Sung authors (of which 107 are collections of tz’u lyrics). Arranged chronologically by author. There are four-corner indexes to the ts’ung-shu, libraries and their locations, and authors.

For all pre-modern editions of the collected works of 528 individuals in Japanese library holdings, see:

Ref (J) Z3108.L5 Y64
Nihon genson Sōjin bunshū mokuroku

(Catalogue of Sung-dynasty literary collections preserved in Japan).
Yoshida Tora and Tanada Naohiko comp.
Vol. 8 of Sōdai shakai keizaishi kenkyū hojo shiryō 宋代社會經濟史研究輔助資料.
Tokyo, 1959; revised 1972. 150 p.

Arranged by author, with author and title indexes according to Japanese pronunciation. Includes number of chüan, names of editors, date of the edition, and the library collections in which the work is held.

For a listing of 350 Sung literary collections used in compiling the Sung-jen chuan-chi tzu-liao so-yin (Index to biographical materials on Sung figures) in roughly chronological order, see:

Ref (C) DS751.5.S784 1974
Sung-jen chuan-chi tzu-liao so-yin

(Index to biographical materials on Sung figures).
Ch’ang Pi-te et al.

The following is a study of anthologies compiled in Sung known to be extant.

Ref (C) DS751.5 .S97 (Orien China)
Chin-ts’un Sung-tai tsung-chi k’ao

(Extant Sung-period anthologies).
Wang Jui-sheng.
The following gives the titles, locations, and brief abstracts of documents pertaining to economic history found in 112 Sung wen-chi. There is a detailed analytic index.

(W)
HC427.6.H37 G8 1964x
Robert Hartwell, ed.
LoC: Z7165.C6 H3

III.B.1.b. Poetry

See the following three works for extensive bibliographies of literary collections, "notes on poetry," and other writings containing or about shih and tz'u poetry:

5214.5/7255
Sung shih chien-shang tz'u-tien
(Understanding shih poetry).

5577/4809
Sung tz'u chien-shang tz'u-tien
(Understanding tz'u poetry).
Ho Hsin-hui ed.

Sung-tz'u ta-tz'u-tien
(Understanding tz'u poetry).
Chang Kao-k'uan et al.

III.B.1.c. Notes on Poetry

The following contains brief descriptions of 139 shih-hua texts from the Sung period:

5214.5/0222.3
Sung shih-hua k'ao
(Understanding shih poetry).
Kuo Shao-yü.

Kuo has also compiled:

5214.5/0222.2
Pei-Sung shih-hua k'ao, fu Ssu-k'u chu-lu Nan-sung shih-hua t'i-yao p'ing-shu.
(Study of Northern Sung notes on poetry with evaluation of the critical remarks on Southern Sung notes on poetry in the Ssu-k'u chüanshu catalogue).
Kuo Shao-yü.
Hong Kong: Ch'ung-wen shu-tien, 1971. 78 p.
Kuo has also compiled fragments of lost Sung "notes on poetry":

5214.5/0222.1 (1-2)  Sung shih-hua chi-i
LoC: PL2308 .S9 China
(Compiled fragments of Sung notes on poetry).
Kuo Shao-yü
Yen-ching hsueh-pao, special issue #14 (1937).

Finally, note the following study of 29 shih-hua texts:

2451/0450  "Sung shih-hua ts'ung-k'ao"
LoC: DS701 .W382 China
(Studies of Sung notes on poetry).
Li Yü-min

III.B.1.d. Drama

Note the first two volumes of the following bibliography on drama:

Chung-kuo ku-tien hsi-ch'ü tsung-lu
(Complete catalogue of Chinese classical drama).
Fu Hsi-hua comp.
Vol. 1: Sung Chin Yuan tsa-chü yuan-pen chüan-mu.
Vol. 2. Sung Yuan hsi-wen chüan-mu.
Peking: Tso-chia ch'u-pan she, 1957-.

Brief accounts of known Sung and Yuan dramas will be found in

B5653/4115  Ku-tien hsi-chü ts'un-mu hui-k'ao
LoC: Z3108.L5 C5353 1982 China
Chuang I-fu comp.

III.B.1.e. Historical Writings

For a study of works listed in the division of history in the "Treatise on Bibliography" in the Sung History lost or existing only in fragmentary form, see:

9535/7233B  Sung shih i-wen-chih shih-pu i-chi k'ao
LoC: Z3101.T6 L58 (Orien China)
(A study of lost texts in the historical section of the Treatise on bibliography in the Sung history).
Liu Chao-yü

Originally published in parts in various journals, this cites references to the text in earlier bibliographies and gives a brief biography of the author. A chart gives the status of all historical works in the treatise. There is an author/title index by stroke-count.
Liu Chao-yu has also written a series of articles on Sung-period chronological histories:

9802/82  "Sung-tai pien-nien-pei shih-chi k'ao ch'u-pien"
( Preliminary study of Sung-period chronological histories, part I).

9802/82  "Hsu-k'ao Sung-tai pien-nien-pei shih-chi erh-shih-i chung"
(Study of 21 Sung-period chronological histories, part II).

9802/82  "Sung-shih i-wen-chih wei-shou Sung-tai pien-nien-pei shih-chi shih-chiu chung k'ao-lu"
(Study of 19 chronological histories not included in the Treatise on bibliography).

Various articles will reappear in Liu's forthcoming study

_Sung-tai shih-chi k'ao_  
( A study of Sung historical writings).

### III.B.1.f Commentaries on the Classics

For a review of commentaries on the _Book of Change_ written in Northern Sung, see:

LoC: PL2464.Z7 W26  
Pei-Sung I-hsueh k'ao  
(Researches on Northern Sung [ching] studies).  
Wang Chi-hsi.  

#### III.B.2. Painting and Ceramics

For an index to Sung and Yuan paintings, see:

Ref (W) ND1043.3.C3  
An Index of Early Chinese Painters and Paintings: T’ang, Sung, Yuan.  
James Cahill, with Osvald Sirén and Ellen Johnston Laing.  

For 18 texts related to Sung painting see:

Ref (W) ND1040.L68 1973x  
An Annotated Bibliography of Chinese Painting Catalogues and Related Texts.  
Hin-cheung Lovell  

For a listing of 1126 Sung ceramics in the collection of the National Palace Museum, Taipei, see:

6644/3136  
Sung Yuan tz'u-ch'i t'e-chan mu-lu.  
(Catalogue of a special exhibit of Sung and Yuan ceramics).  
III. Bibliography: Sung Sources/27

III.B.3. Taoist Writings


This discusses traditions of Taoist writing under the categories: 1) Revelation and Ritual, 2) Hagiography, 3) Topographic, Epigraphic, and Historiographic Treatises, 4) Literary Anthologies and Dialogic Treatises, and 5) Exegeses and Encyclopedic Compilations. There are indexes to names and titles.


This is a critical study and index, in Chinese and English. An introduction discusses the catalogues of the Imperial Library, private collections, and the Taoist canon. Includes bibliographical references, a stroke-number index to texts in the Imperial Library and personal collections, and a personal-name index.

III.B.4. Buddhist Writings

The following article contains biographical information on Tsan-ning  (919-1001), the most influential of Sung Buddhist historians; notes sectarian histories of the Ch'an sect and Buddhist chronicles; and gives various bibliographical information including a chronological table of Buddhist historical works written during the Sung period.


There appears to be no listing of Buddhist writings from the Sung period that includes all the Sung texts found in the Buddhist canon. In the following work consult Appendix II for translators (Northern Sung: cols. 449-457) and Appendix III for authors (Northern and Southern Sung: cols. 464-466).


III.C. SUNG-PERIOD BIBLIOGRAPHIES

The most comprehensive extant bibliography compiled in Yuan, although based on Sung-period historiography, is the "Treatise on Bibliography" (I-wen chih) in the Sung shih/Sung History. This, later supplements, and other Sung bibliographies of government holdings have been issued in a single volume, with a single author/title index, arranged according to the four-corner system. Note that bibliographies compiled in Sung included pre-Sung works in government libraries.

Reprinted as:

9535/7171b  Sung shih i-wen chih kuang-pien.
LoC: Z3102 .T6 (Orien China)  天史文志論編

These lists occasionally include some information on the author. The majority of works listed are lost.

The following is the mid-eleventh-century bibliography of the imperial library collection.

B9605/1147.8(1-2)  Ch'ung-wen tsung-mu.
LoC: Z3101 .C496 1900 (Orien China)  Ch文總目
(Bibliography of the Ch'ung-wen library).
Wang Yao-ch'en (1002-1058) et al. comp.

Two Southern Sung annotated bibliographies of private holdings are extant. Both provide material on the author and, in many instances, the contents of the listed work. They are organized according to the four-division classification system.

B9625/1202  Chün-chai tu-shu chih.
(Record of reading at the Prefectural studio).
Ch'ao Kung-wu (?-1171).

For a study of the contents of this work, the author's life, and a list of those texts no longer known to be extant see:

9625/1202.7  Ch'ao Kung-wu ch'i ch'i Chün-chai tu-shu chih
LoC: Z3102 .L58 (Orien China)  公武及平第詩書目
(Ch'ao Kung-wu and his Chün-chai tu-shu chih).
Liu Chao-yu 聊兆作.

and

B9625/7951  Chih-chai shu-lu chieh-t'i
(Critical remarks on the Catalogue of Straightforward studio).
Ch'en Chen-sun (c.1190-1249+).
No place: Chiang-su shu-chü, 1883. 22 chiüan

There is a title index for Ch'en Chen-sun's work.

B9625/7951.1  "Chokusai shoroku kaidai shomei sakuin"
[Chih-chai shu-lu chieh-t'i shu-ming so-yin]
(Index to titles in the Chih-chai shu-lu chieh-t'i)
Ishida Mikinosuke 伊東敏之助.
Tōyōshi kenkyū 東洋史研究 Supplement to vol. 3.2 (1937). 51 p.
In the thirteenth century, Ma Tuan-lin incorporated the entries in both these works, drew on other bibliographies, and supplemented them with citations from other scholars in a 75-chüan bibliography in:

**R9290/43(11-12)**  
*Wen-hsien t'ung-k'ao*  
(Comprehensive study of the written record).  
Ma Tuan-lin (c.1250-1325).  
*Shih-t'ung* [ enumeration edition].  

The bibliographic section of the *Wen-hsien t'ung-k'ao* is available in the following annotated edition:

**B9576/7207**  
*Wen-hsien t'ung-k'ao ching-chi k'ao*  
(A study of the bibliography in the *Wen-hsien t'ung-k'ao*).  
Ma Tuan-lin.  

Note also the "Treatise on Bibliography" in the

**R9290/43(4-6)**  
*T'ung chih*  
(Comprehensive record).  
Cheng Ch’iao (1104-1162).  
*Shih-t'ung* edition.  

There is also a one-volume index to the *Shih-t'ung* which includes the *Wen-hsien t'ung-k'ao* and the *T'ung-chih*. It includes a four-corner index as well as a category index (fen-lei so-yin).

**R9290/43(21)**  
*Shih-t'ung so-yin.*  
(Index to *Shih-t'ung*).  
McMullen #108.

Note also the *Yü-hai*, a Southern Sung encyclopedia including extensive information on Sung and pre-Sung works. Although it does not arrange information in the form of a bibliography, the section on writings mentions specific editions and provides useful information on authors and contents. The table of contents gives the categories.

**9100/61(943-948)**  
*Yü-hai*  
(Sea of jade).  
*Chüan* 35-63.  
Wang Ying-lin (1223-1296) comp.  
*Ssu-k’u ch’üan shu* [ enumeration volume]. vol. 944.

For a detailed table of contents for the *Yü hai*, see:

**Gyokkai mokuroku**  
(Table of contents of the *Yü-hai*).  
Yoshida Tora and Tanada Naohiko comp.  
McMullen #171.
Other Southern Sung encyclopedias that quote extensively from earlier texts are discussed in Teng and Biggerstaff, *An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Chinese Reference Works*, pp. 90-92.

**III.D. SUNG EDITIONS AND INSCRIPTIONS**

The following is described by the Harvard-Yenching Library as "An index to descriptive notices of Chinese rare editions, appearing in 102 public and private library catalogs, collections of colophons and reading notes, and other bibliographical sources, which appeared from the Sung dynasty to the 1960s. The main body of the work comprises four-corner indices to the titles and authors of the rare books described. Stroke-count and *pinyin* indices to first characters are added for convenience. At the front of the volume is a list of the 102 sources (9 of them Japanese) with full bibliographical information. A useful and time-saving reference tool."


Nagasawa Kikuya's extensive studies of nearly all Sung-Yuan editions are collected in

| J9403/7358(3) | Sō Genpan no kenkyū (Studies on Sung and Yuan editions). Nagasawa Kikuya | Japan |
| LoC: Z3301 .N32 1982 | (Studies on Sung and Yuan editions). Nagasawa Kikuya | |

This includes exhibit catalogues (pp. 9-35, 93-124), a study of commercial publishing (36-89), lists of library holdings (219-270), names of block carvers (128-196), etc.

Okazaki Yasushi has written on Sung-Yuan editions of the dynastic histories and the *Tzu-chih t'ung-chien*.

| J2460/7200 | Seishi Sō Genpan no kenkyū (Studies on Sung-Yuan editions of the dynastic histories). Okazaki Yasushi | Japan |
| LoC: DS750.62 .O95 1989 | (Studies on Sung-Yuan editions of the dynastic histories). Okazaki Yasushi | |
| Seishi Sō Gen kan Shiji tsukan ni tsuite" (On the Sung and Yuan editions of *Tzu-chih t'ung-chien*). Okazaki Yasushi | |
| J9210/4302 | "Sō Gen kan Shiji tsukan ni tsuite" (On the Sung and Yuan editions of *Tzu-chih t'ung-chien*). Okazaki Yasushi | |

For 253 Sung and Yuan editions in the Seikado Library, see:

For 36 Sung-Yuan editions of Buddhist sutras at Ryūkoku University, see:

J3305/6664 "Ryūkoku daigaku Ōmiya toshokan shozō no Ōmambo Butten ni tsuite" (On the Sung-Yuan editions of Buddhist sutras in the Ōmiya library at Ryūkoku university).

Kitamura Takashi

In Hino Akira hakushi kanreki kinen rekishi to denshō

Hino Akira hakushi kanreki kinenkai comp.


Under each item, the author gives the available information concerning its title, cover, carvers' names, date, etc.

For a listing of 370 Sung and Yuan editions and the names of printing-block carvers, see

9432/1130 Ku-chi Sung Yuan k’an-kung hsing-ming so-yin (Index to the names of carvers of Sung and Yuan editions).

Wang Chao-wen comp.


Carvers' names are arranged in four-corner sequence and include references to the 370 texts used. There is a separate section describing these texts, arranged according to the traditional four divisions of bibliography.

Recall also the appropriate section of Nagasawa Kikuya's book noted above. This appeared originally as

J9401/5070 "Sō kanpon kokukō meihyō" (Table of carvers' names in Sung editions).

Nagasawa Kikuya


This includes 187 Sung editions. Carvers' names are listed for each book.

Note too

J9401/5070 "Tenri toshokan zō Sō kanpon kokukō meihyō" (Table of carvers' names in Sung editions in the Tenri library).

Kaneko Kazumasa

Shojigaku 18 (1971, 2): 36-47,

which includes the carvers’ names for 21 Sung editions. Names are ordered by stroke count.

W9270/82.2 “Southern Song Printing at Hangzhou.”

Sören Edgren.


includes “A Bibliography of Southern Song Imprints from Hangzhou and Vicinity” (pp. 82-112), “A Bibliography of Southern Song Imprints from Liangzhe and Related Areas” (pp. 113-27), an index to these two bibliographies (pp. 113-34), and a list of blockcarvers' names (pp. 135-68).
Inscriptions

Rubbings of 1300 Sung inscriptions are reproduced in:

(C) PL2448.P45 1989  *Pei-ching t'u-shu-kuan ts'ang Chung-kuo li-tai shih-k'o t'o-pen hui-pien*  
(Collection of Chinese stone rubbings, by dynasty, in the Peking library).  

This collection of Chinese stone rubbings from 475 B.C. to A.D. 1949 has 8 volumes for the Sung period. The volumes are ordered chronologically. A separate index volume includes a place index and a stroke-count title index.

For inscriptions appearing in Wang Hsiang-chih's cultural geography of Southern Sung, see the index appended to:

3025/1173b  *Yü-ti chi-sheng*  
LoC:  DS706.5 .W28 1971 (Orien China)  
(Records of famous places).  
Wang Hsiang-chih (chin-shih 1195) comp.  
Peking: Chung-hua shu-chü, 1992. 8 volumes.

Note the following guide to the major collection of inscription collections:

LoC:  PL2448 .K79 1991  
Dieter Kuhn and Helga Stahl comp.  

Of particular value, in addition to the usual bibliographic information, are indications of the dates of the author or compiler, the time period covered by the work, and the geographical region covered by the work. There is an alphabetical index to authors and compilers. And there is a list of persons whose epitaphs have been completely transcribed.
IV
Historical Encyclopedias and Modern Chronologies

IV.A. HISTORICAL ENCYCLOPEDIAS AND DICTIONARIES

IV.A.1. Sung History

Of exceptional importance is the Sung volume of the projected thirteen-part Great Dictionary of Chinese History. Entries are arranged by stroke-count. The author of the entry is given at the end of each item. It includes short biographies, explanations of institutional terms, book titles, etc.

R2457/2325(5), Chung-kuo li-shih ta-tz'u-tien: Sung shih
Ref (C) DS733.C6242
1983x vol.5
LoC: DS734.7 .C596 1983 China
Teng Kuang-ming and Ch'eng Ying-liu eds.

There are also volumes devoted to the preceding period and to the conquest dynasties.

Chung-kuo li-shih ta-tz'u-tien: Sui, T'ang, Wu-tai shih
(Encyclopedia of Chinese history: Sui, T'ang, and Five Dynasties history).
Shanghai: Shang-hai tz'u-shu, forthcoming.

R2457/2325(6), Chung-kuo li-shih ta-tz'u-tien: Liao, Hsia, Chin, Yuan shih
Ref (C) DS733.C6242
1983x
(Encyclopedia of Chinese history: Liao, Hsia, and Chin history).
Ts'ai Mei-piao ed.

For other works in this series see below.

For institutional terms, policies, and figures associated with the New Policies regime of Wang An-shih and his followers, see:

J4616/1131.2 Ō Anseki jiten
(Encyclopedia of Wang An-shih).
Higashi Ichio ed.

IV.A.2. General Encyclopedias of Chinese History

Both of the following note major Sung figures and events:

Ref (W) DS705.C35 1991
LoC: DS705 .C35 1991
The Cambridge Encyclopedia of China
Brian Hook ed.
and

(W) Ref DS31.E53 1987 *The Encyclopedia of Asian History*

LoC: DS31.E53 1988
Ainsley T. Embree editor-in-chief.
Robin J. Lewis, executive editor.

**IV.A.3. Topical Encyclopedias and Dictionaries: All Periods of Chinese History**

**IV.A.3.a. Series**

Each volume of the *Great Encyclopedia of China* treats a particular discipline, for example,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Place and Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R9302/5641(45)</td>
<td>Chung-kuo ta-pai-k'o ch'üan-shu:</td>
<td>(Great encyclopedia of China). Volume 45: “Chung-kuo li-shih”</td>
<td>Peking and Shanghai: Chung-kuo ta-pai-k'o ch'üan-shu ch'u-pan she, 1992. 2 volumes,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

covers major literary works, literary figures, and terms. Entries are in alphabetical order according to *p'ın-yin* romanization. There is a stroke-count index and an alphabetically arranged subject index.

For history, see:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Place and Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R9302/5641(45)</td>
<td>Chung-kuo ta-pai-k'o ch'üan-shu:</td>
<td>(Great encyclopedia of China). Volume 45: “Chung-kuo li-shih”</td>
<td>Peking and Shanghai: Chung-kuo ta-pai-k'o ch'üan-shu ch'u-pan she, 1992. 2 volumes,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The front index is by category and then period. Individual items are arranged by *p'ın-yin* romanization. A chronological table, a stroke-count index, and a topical index are appended. For the Sung period, check the category index, and then search for items listed under "Liao, Sung, Hsi Hsia, Chin".

Other volumes of the *Great Encyclopedia of China* covering Sung-period topics include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Place and Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R9302/5641(2)</td>
<td>&quot;Hsi-ch'ü, ch'ü-i 戲曲曲藝&quot; (Drama), 1983.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9302/5641(4)</td>
<td>&quot;Fa hsueh&quot; 法學 (Legal studies), 1984.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9302/5641(6)</td>
<td>&quot;Chiao-yü 教育 (Education), 1985.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9302/5641(7)</td>
<td>&quot;T'ien-wen hsueh&quot; 天文學 (Astronomy), 1986.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9302/5641(10)</td>
<td>&quot;Fang-chih&quot; 方技 (Textiles), 1984.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9302/5641(13)</td>
<td>&quot;Min-tsu 民族 (Nationalities), 1986.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9302/5641(45)</td>
<td>&quot;Li-shih&quot; 歷史 (History), 1992.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the volumes noted above the following topical volumes of the *Great Dictionary of Chinese History* contain Sung-period material.

*Min-tsu shih 民族史* (History of nationalities).
IV.A.3.b. Encyclopedias of Literature

The following, an international collaborative effort, is the most extensive encyclopedia of Chinese literature in English.


The following authoritative Chinese encyclopedia of Chinese literature is arranged by stroke count. There is also a subject index and an alphabetical index.


The following five-volume work covers in separate sections writers and literary groups, writings, literary styles, famous lines, etc.


The following one-volume work has 5700 entries on major writers, writings, literary schools, styles, allusions, famous lines, etc. It is arranged by stroke count; there is an alphabetical index to the entry headings.


The Dictionary of Chinese Traditional Fiction treats fiction (chih-kuai 讲卷, i-shih 史, ch'uan-ch'i 訴奇 and other forms) describes titles of works in chronological order. A volume on Sung, Yuan, and Ming writings is expected.

For *shih poetry* the following is useful. Most of the work is devoted to separate essays on 1253 poems by 253 Sung authors. The bibliographies, chronology, and indexes to titles and lines make this a reference work as well.

5214.5/7255

*Sung shih chien-shang tz'u-tien*  
(Guide to Sung *shih* poetry).  

The following is also important for *shih* poetry. Included are an index to the titles of the poems discussed; maps of the peregrinations of Su Shih, Huang T'ing-chien, Lu Yu, and Fan Ch'eng-ta; a list of Sung anthologies; an index to Sung literary collections; a listing of biographical sources, *shih-hua*, Japanese translations and modern Chinese annotated editions; a table of rhymes; and an account with charts of the bureaucratic system before and after 1082.

J5214.5/8644

*Sō shi kanshō jiten*  
*[Sung shih chien-shang tz'u-tien]*  
(Guide to Sung *shih* poetry).  
Maeno Naoaki  

This encyclopedia of T'ang and Sung *tz'u* is somewhat typical of the many literary encyclopedias that have appeared. A description of its contents follows.

(C) PL2336.T4 1990  
LoC: PL2336 .T4 1990 China

*T'ang Sung tz'u pai-k'ō ta-tz'u-tien*  
(Encyclopedia of T'ang and Sung *tz'u*).  
Wang Hung  
et al. comp.  

Detailed table of contents (167 p.) listing all items in each of the sixteen sections.

1. Terms (*yü-tz'u*)  
2. Allusions (*tiên-ku*)  
3. Domestic research, pp 552-634, covering researchers and scholarly studies, arranged chronologically, and academic debates.
4. Foreign research, pp. 635-733, covering general studies, studies of *tz'u* poets, methodology, and specialists.
7. Selected *tz'u* criticism (*tz'u-hua chi-chin*), pp. 852-943. General comment on each poet and criticism of specific *tz'u*.
8. Anecdotes (*tz'u-t'ān i-shih*), pp. 944-964.
11. Customs (*min-su*), pp. 1035-1110. References to material culture in *tz'u*.
15. Analyses of some entire *tz'u* (*tz'u-tso p'ing-tien*), pp. 1234-1324.
17. There is also a series of indexes: to prefaces and postscripts of T'ang-Sung *tz'u* collections, to books of essays on *tz'u* and tools for studying *tz'u* published on the mainland, and to articles in Chinese about T'ang-Sung *tz'u*
studies. A select bibliography of foreign studies is appended. There is a stroke-count index to topic headings in sections 1-6 and 9-14.

The following has essays on 700 tz'u poems by 213 authors, a chronology, bibliographies, indexes, and a full set of tz'u patterns.

5577/4809

Sung tz'u chien-shang tz'u-tien

(Guide to Sung tz'u poetry).
Ho Hsin-hui ed.

Of similar scope is the following, in fifteen sections:

Sung tz'u ta tz'u-tien

LoC: PL2343 .S87 1990 China

(Great dictionary of Sung tz'u).
Chang Kao-k'uan et al.

IV.A.3.c. Other Encyclopedias

For philosophy, see:

Ref (C) B5232.C46 1985
Che-hsueh ta-tz'u-tien: Chung-kuo che-hsueh-shih chüan

(Great dictionary of philosophy: history of Chinese philosophy volume).
Yen Pei-ming et al. comp.

3475 entries on figures, writings, terms, philosophical schools, etc. There is an alphabetical index and a subject index to the entry headings. A classified bibliography of major books in Chinese since 1949 is included.

For Ch'an Buddhism, see:

Ref (J) BQ9259.Z45
Zengaku daijiten

(Great dictionary of Ch'an Buddhism).
Komazawa daigaku nai Zengaku daijiten hensanjo comp.

IV.B. CHRONOLOGIES

IV.B.1. Political Chronologies

The "Basic Annals" of the Sung History have been translated into Japanese as:

Sōdaishi nenpyō

(Chronological tables of the Sung dynasty).
Aoyama Sadao and the Sōshi teiyō hensan kyōryoku iinkai

V. Biographical Dictionaries/ 37
Year-by-year tables of important political events and civil and military appointments, with a second table noting significant cultural events. Generally one page for each year. Corresponding year dates for Korea, Liao, Hsi-hsia, Chin, and Yuan are noted. A chronology of astrological portents and natural disasters is appended.

This partly supersedes:

*Chronique de la dynastie des Sung (960-1279).*
Christian Cochini and Anna Seidel trans.
Munich: Universität München, Ostasiatisches Seminar, 1968. 257 p,

which translates and indexes the section on Sung in the

Ref (C) DS733.C645 1962x Chang-wai li-shih nien-piao
LoC: DS733.C5843 China (Chronological tables of Chinese and foreign history).
Chien Po-tsan et al. comp.

Events from Sung history, as found in

Ref (C) DS733.F38 1985 Chang-kuo li-shih ta-shih nien-piao
LoC: DS733.F38 1985 China (Chronological tables of major events in Chinese history).
Feng Chün-shih ed.
N.p: Liao-ning jen-min ch'u-pan she, 1985. 521 p,

have been supplemented with biographical information (including date of figure's death), further details on foreign relations, and brief descriptions of major domestic policy initatives during the Sung, Five Dynasties, Liao, Chin, and Hsia and published separately as:

2512/5675 Chang-kuo li-shih ta-shih pien-nien: Wu-tai, Shih-kuo, Sung, Liao, Hsia, Chin

(Chronology of major events in Chinese history: Five Dynasties, Ten Kingdoms, Sung, Liao, Hsia, and Chin).

Of note is the first chronological index to the Sung hui-yao. This lists the dates for all the documents in the Sung hui-yao in chronological order, thus creating a guide to the most complete chronological history of the Sung period. This work may also appear as a computer database.

*Sō kaiyō hennen*

(Chronology of the Sung hui-yao).
Umehara Kaoru comp.
Kyoto: Jinbun kagaku kenkyūjo, 1995.
IV.B.2. Reign Dates

For a chronology of Sung reigns and a discussion of reign names, see:

(W) DS751.S83 "A Chronology of the Reigns and Reign Names of the Song Dynasty."
LoC: DS751 .S83 James M. Hargett.

IV.B.3. Other Chronologies

For intellectual culture, see:

R1022/4225, Sung Yuan li-hsueh-chia chu-shu sheng-ts'u nien-piao
Ref (C) B127.N4 M34 (Chronology of the writings and dates of birth and death of Sung and Yuan
1968x Neo-Confucians).
LoC: B126 .M33 (Orien China) Mai Chung-kuei
Hong Kong: Chinese University, 1968. 443, 20 p.

In addition to Neo-Confucians, this work notes important literary figures, classicists, historians, and so on, as
well as events in intellectual and cultural history. Also for Sung Confucianism, or "Sung Learning," note the
three sets of time-lines for important figures during Northern Sung, Southern Sung, and Chu Hsi's lifetime
appended to:

BJ1042/8531 Sōgaku kenkyū bunken mokuroku
(Bibliography of research on Sung Confucianism).
Imai Usaburō
Tokyo: Tōkyō kyōiku daigaku Kanbun

For chronologies centered on shih and tz'u poetry respectively, see:

5214.5/7255 Sung shih chien-shang tz'u-tien
(Guide to Sung shih poetry).

5577/4089 Sung tz'u chien-shang tz'u-tien
(Guide to Sung tz'u poetry).
Ho Hsin-hui ed.

For foreign relations, see:

Robert Hartwell.

Organized by state; notes duration of mission, envoys, purpose, and sequence of events. The section on Japan
was still in progress when the 1983 edition appeared.
V

Biographical Dictionaries and Indexes to Biographical Information

V.A. BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARIES

Biographies of Sung figures will be found in historical encyclopedias listed in Section IV. There is one biographical dictionary for the Sung period:

Ref (W) DS751.5.S96  Sung Biographies.
LoC:  DS751.5 .S96  Herbert Franke, ed.
       4 volumes.

Vols. 1-3 contain 406 biographies, prepared by various scholars; Vol. 4 contains 35 biographies of painters. There is no index; there is a table of contents. Biographies are in alphabetical order.

For painters see, in addition to Volume 4 of Sung Biographies:

R6104/2982  T'ang Sung hua-chia jen-ming tz'u-tien
Ref (C) ND1048.C4  (Personal-name dictionary of T'ang and Sung painters).
LoC:  ND1048 .C4  Chu Chu-yü.
       Peking: Chung-kuo ku-tien i-shu ch'u-pan-she, 1958. 29 and 491 p,

as well as

6105/7904  Sung Liao Chin hua-chia shih-liao
LoC:  ND1048 .S84  CHINA
       (Historical materials on Sung, Liao, and Chin painters).
       Ch'en Kao-hua.

For painters note also:

Ref (W) ND1043.3.C3  An Index of Early Chinese Painters and Paintings: T'ang, Sung, Yuan.
LoC:  ND1043.3 .C3  James Cahill, with Osvald Sirén and Ellen Johnston Laing.

Specifically for the Ch' an Buddhists, see

Ref (J) BQ9259.Z45  Zengaku daijiten.
LoC:  BQ9259 .Z45  (Great dictionary of Ch'an Buddhism).
       Komazawa daigaku nai Zengaku daijiten hensanjo
       comp.

Biographies will also be found in various historical encyclopedias, in particular the Sung shih volume of the Chung-kuo li-shih ta tz'u-tien, the Ajia rekishi daijiten, and in the work immediately below.
V.B. INDEXES TO COMPREHENSIVE BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Various Sung-period biographical collections, later sources with biographies of Sung figures, and various forms of biographical information found in Sung literary collections are indexed by the following work, the most comprehensive and detailed index to documents with biographical information. Entries include brief accounts of the individual's career and reputation.

LoC: DS751.5 .S97 (Orien China)

R2259.5/3820

Sung-jen chuan-chi tzu-liao so-yin

(Index to biographical materials on Sung figures).

Ch'ang Pi-te, Wang Te-i, Ch'eng Yuan-min, and Hou Chün-te comp.

Taipei: Ting-wen, 1974-1976. 6 volumes.

Emendations to the Sung-jen chuan-chi tzu-liao so-yin have also been published:

2451/8297.1

"Sung-jen chuan-chi tzu-liao so-yin pu-cheng".

LoC: HN671.S534 Orien China

P'an Po-ch'eng.


The Sung-jen chuan-chi tzu-liao so-yin is arranged by stroke count. Volume 6 indexes the entire work according to "tzu" names, "hao" names, posthumous names, etc. It is particularly valuable for its references to the various "records," "prefaces," documents of appointment, and so on, in literary collections. However, neither letters nor poems, for example, are indexed.

Of great importance is the three-volume "Supplement" to the Sung-jen chuan-chi tzu-liao so-yin, prepared in conjunction with the Ch'üan Sung wen project:

LoC: DS751 .L47 1994 China

Sung-jen chuan-chi tzu-liao so-yin pu-pien

(Supplement to the Index to biographical materials on Sung figures).

Li Kuo-ling comp.

Ch'eng-tu: Ssu-ch'uan ta-hsueh, 1994. 3 volumes.

This draws on material not included in the Taiwan index, including recently discovered tomb inscriptions and museum collections. There are more than 14,000 new name entries and supplements to over 6,000 established entries. The arrangement of the contents is similar to that in the Taiwan index. There is an index to secondary names.

The above works supersede:

R2259.5/6240

Ssu-shih-ch'i-chung Sung-tai chuan-chi tsung-ho yin-te

(Combined indices to forty-seven collections of Sung-dynasty biographies).


McMullen #208.
The *Sung-jen chuan-chi tzu-liao so-yin* does not entirely supersede the following:

- **RJ2259.5/3551**  
  *Sōjin denki sakuin*  
  LoC: DS734.S6 (Orien Japan)  
  (Index to biographies of Sung figures).  
  Sōshi teiyō hensan kyōryoku inkan  
  McMullen #209,

which gives, on a single line, name, *tzu*, native place, the title of the Sung-period biographical document (usually a funerary inscription), its location, and three generations in the patriline (this last is not found in the larger index). Note further that the *Sung-jen chuan-chi tzu-liao so-yin* indexes biographies in Sung and Yuan local gazetteers, as does the

- **Ref (C) DS735.C5266**  
  *Sung-Yuan fang-chih chuan-chi so-yin.*  
  LoC: DS735.C5266 (Orien China)  
  (Index to biographies in Sung and Yuan local gazetteers).  
  Chu Shih-chia 夏石成 comp.  
  Peking: Chung-hua shu-chü, 1963. 9 and 192 p,

but does not index Ming- and Ch'ing-period gazetteers, many of which include information from lost Sung-period works. The Ssu-ch'uan ta-hsueh index does do this. Missing from the *Sung-jen* index also are references to funerary biographical inscriptions for monks that exist only in texts found in the Buddhist canon. These are included in the comprehensive list of biographical inscriptions in:

- **J1880.7/1523**  
  *Sōdai Zenshūshi no kenkyū*  
  LoC: BQ9412.9.C6 I84 1987 Japan  
  (Studies of the history of the Ch'an sect in the Sung period).  
  Ishii Shūdō 伊井修道 comp.  

Finally, a great deal of biographical information can be garnered from the personal-name indexes listed in Section VI below.

For bibliographical information on tomb inscriptions, see Dieter Kuhn and Helga Stahl's *Annotated Bibliography to the Shike shiliao xinbian* in III.C. In addition note the listing of recently unearthed funerary biographies:

- **Ref (C) PN6297.C45**  
  *1949-1989 Suu-ch'i nien ch'u-t'u mu-chih mu-lu*  
  J86 1993  
  (Catalogue of funerary biographies unearthed 1949-89).  
  Jung Li-hua 徐利铧 comp. Wang Shih-min 王世民 ed.  
  (Sung figures are in items #587-845)

This also indexes places of publication, authors of inscriptions, and subjects.

There are indexes to biographical materials for the periods before and after Sung:

- **Ref (C) Z3108.A3 F8 1982**  
  *T'ang Wu-tai jen-wu chuan-chi tzu-liao tsung-ho so-yin*  
  LoC: Z3108.A3 F8 1982 China  
  (Comprehensive index to biographical materials on T'ang and Five Dynasties figures).  
  Fu Hsuan-tsung 劉輝宗 comp.  
V. Biographical Dictionaries

Ref (C and J) DS751.76.  
Ryō Kin Genjin denki sakuin  
LoC:  DS734 .U46 (Orien Japan) (Index to biographies of Liao, Chin, and Yuan figures).  
Umehara Kaoru comp.  

R2259.6/1120(1-5)  
Yuan-jen chuan-chi tsu-liao so-yin  
LoC:  Z3108.A3 W37 China (Index to biographical materials on Yuan figures).  
Wang Te-i, Li Jung-ts'un, and P'an Po-ch'eng comp.  

V.C. DATES OF SUNG FIGURES

Birth and death dates are included in the Sung-jen index discussed above. For the dates alone the most handy reference is:

(W) Ref DS734.W38  
Répertoire des dates des hommes célèbres des Song.  
Weng Tung-wen.  

This includes examination degree dates. Names are in the French romanization system (there is a character index); Chinese characters are included.

Corrections have been made to Weng's work in

(W) DS751.S83  
"The Dates of Eminent Persons in Sung."  
LoC:  DS751 .S83  
Yi-lo Ma.  
Sung Studies Newsletter 11-12 (1975-76): 23-49,

which corrects dates for 255 individuals, including 106 not in the Weng list, based on

9200/2470.1  
"Sung-jen sheng-tsu k'ao shih-li"  
LoC:  DS701 .Y86  
(Verifications of dates for Sung figures).  
Cheng Ch'ien comp.  

Cheng Ch'ien's study is available in a single volume:

2259.9/8232  
Sung-jen sheng-tsu k'ao shih-li  
LoC:  DS751 .C455  
(Verifications of dates for Sung figures).  
Cheng Ch'ien comp.  
V.D. Personal-Name Indexes

Here are included works which index personal names exclusively. For indexes that cover personal names in addition to other kinds of terms see Section VI above, Comprehensive Indexes.

V.D.1. PERSONAL-NAME INDEXES TO HISTORICAL WORKS

All personal names appearing in the Sung History are indexed according to the four corner system in

Ref (C) DS751.Y86 1992x Sung shih jen-ming so-yin
LoC: DS751.5 .Y8 1992 China
(Yü Ju-yun ed.
Shanghai: Shang-hai ku-ch'i ch'u-pan-she, 1992. 4 vol. 2404 p.)

It may still be useful to consult indexes devoted to particular sections of the Sung History. Consult the Saeki indexes noted in Section VI for the various treatises. For the "Basic Annals," see:

Ref (W) DS751.43Z6 1966x Index des noms propres dans les annales principales de l'Histoire des Song
LoC: DS748.5 .M4 Ching-ying Lee Mei comp.
McMullen #63.

Biographies in the important supplement to the Southern Sung portions of the Sung History, Lu Hsin-yuan’s Sung shih i, are indexed by the Sung-jen chuan-chi tzu-liao so-yin. The following indexes personal names that appear in those biographies. Arranged according to the four-corner system; with a stroke-count index.

2665 7133b "Sung shih i jen-ming so-yin"
(“Personal name index to the Supplement to the Sung history)
Tseng I-fen comp.
In Sung shih i

The Sung hui-yao, an extensive collection of Sung memorials and edicts recovered from the Yung-le ta-tien 永樂大典 is arranged in chronological order within institutional categories. It includes documents from 960 to 1220. A detailed table of contents is available separately (see Section XII below). The following personal-name index, arranged by stroke count, is based on the Hsin-wen-feng reprint; for the Shih-chieh shu-chü reprint add 14 to the page number given in the index.

4684/381 Sung hui-yao chi-kao jen-ming so-yin
Wang Te-i comp.
There is also an index to the section on economic matters in the *Sung hui-yao* that includes personal names.

J4353/3810  
Sō kaiyō shūkō shokka sakuin, jinmei shomei-hen  
(Index to *Sung hui-yao* chi-kao shih-huo: names of persons and books).  
Sōshi teiyō hensan kyōryoku iinkai comp.  

An index to names appearing in the chronological listings of chief and assisting councillors, Hsu Tzu-ming's *Sung ts'ai-fu pien-nien lu* and Li Pang-yao's *Hsu Sung ts'ai-fu pien-nien lu* is appended to the punctuated, critical edition:

4695.5/2926.1  
“Sung ts'ai-fu pien-nien lu chiao-pu, jen-ming so-yin  
LoC: DS751.H743 W36 1986 China  
(Personal-name index to *Sung ts'ai-fu pien-nien lu chiao-pu*).  
Wang Jui-lai comp.  
In *Sung ts'ai-fu pien-nien lu chiao-pu*  

The chronological histories written in Sung cover the period 960-1163. For personal names in Li T'ao's *San-ch'ao pei-meng hui-pien* in 250 *chüan*, covers the period 1117-1161, and focuses on the fall of Northern Sung and relations with the Chin dynasty. Less than half of this is indexed for names in:

J2665/4444  
Zoku Shiji tsugan chōhen jinmei sakuin  
LoC: DS751 .U43  
(Personal-name index to *Hsu Tzu-chih t'ung-chien ch'ang-pien jen-ming so-yin*).  
Umehara Kaoru comp.  

Hsu Meng-hsin's *San-ch'ao pei-chia pien* (1124-1205) *Collection of Treaties with the North during Three Reigns (San-ch'ao pei-chia pien hui-pien)*, in 250 *chüan*, covers the period 1117-1161 and focuses on the fall of Northern Sung and relations with the Chin dynasty. Less than half of this is indexed for names in:

J4301/1203.1  
"San-chō Hokumei Kaipen jinmei sakuin"  
LoC: HB9 .H57  
(Personal-name index to the *San-ch'ao pei-meng hui-pien*).  
Aso Mikio comp.  

For Li Hsin-ch’uan’s *Chien-yen Reign Period Chien-yen i-lai hsi-nien yao-lu*, in 200 *chüan*, covering the period 1126-1163, with attention to both foreign relations and domestic appointments and policy, see:

J2676/4432  
Ken’en irai kinen yōroku jinmei sakuin  
LoC: HB9 .H57  
(Personal-name index to the *Chien-yen i-lai hsi-nien yao-lu*).  
Umehara Kaoru comp.  
Another index to this text is included with the reproduction of the *Ssu-k'u ch'üan-shu* edition.

(C) DS751.L5 1992x  "Chien-yen i-lai hsi-nien yao-lu jen-ming so-yin"

(Personal-name index to the *Chien-yen i-lai hsi-nien yao-lu* P'ei Ju-ch'eng ed.
In *Chien-yen i-lai hsi-nien yao-lu*.
Vol. 4, pp. 17-508.

Recall the author indexes for various bibliographies of Sung texts cited in Section III above.

For authors' names in the *Li-tai ming-ch'en tsou-i*, not exclusive to Sung, see:

4664/4244  "Li-tai ming-ch'en tsou-i tso-che so-yin"
LoC: DS703 .L5 1964 (Orien China)
(Index to the authors in the *Li-tai ming-ch'en tsou-i*).
Chang Hsi-ch'eng 楊緒清 et al. comp.
In *Li-tai ming-ch'en tsou-i*

Appended to the *Li-tai ming-ch'en tsou-i*. Arranged by the four-corner system.

**V.D.2. PERSONAL-NAME INDEXES TO OTHER WORKS**

For personal names mentioned in the memorials of *Ssu-ma Kuang* (1019-1086), see:

4662.5/1791  "Ssu-ma Kuang tsou-i jen-ming so-yin"
LoC: DS751.6.S78 A25 1986 China 司馬光奏議人名索引
(Personal-name index to the *Memorials of Ssu-ma Kuang*).
Wang Ken-lin 王錦琳 comp.
In *Ssu-ma Kuang tsou-i* 吳階(編) (Memorials of Ssu-ma Kuang).

For personal names in the collected writings of *Chang Shih* (1122-1180), see:

J1234/0992  Chô Nankan shû jinmei sakuin
LoC: PL2687.C359 N329 江南案集人名索引
(Personal-name index to Chang Nan-hsuan chî).
Takahata Tsunenobu 高橋徳雄 comp.

For the literary collection (*Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an* 四部總勘 edition) of *Chu Hsi* 趙艷 (1130-1200), see:

LoC: PL2679 .H829 1977 Kai'an sensei Shu Bunkô bunshû jinmei sakuin
(Personal-name index to the Literary Collection of Mr. Hui-an Chu Wen-kung [Hui-an hsien-sheng Chu Wen-kung wen-chi]).
Satô Hitoshi 佐藤秀男 comp.
VII. Personal-Name Indexes/

For personal names appearing in Wang Hsiang-chih’s early-13th-century cultural geography, see the four-corner index appended to:

3025/1173b  
**Yü-ti chi-sheng**  
(Records of famous places).  
Wang Hsiang-chih comp.  
Peking: Chung-hua shu-chü, 1992. 8 volumes.

For personal names appearing in Chu Mu’s early 13th century cultural geography, see the four-corner index appended to:

“Fang-yü sheng-lan jen-ming so-yin”  
(Personal-name index to the Fang-yü sheng-lan).  
In Sung-pen.  

The following indexes personal names in eleven Sung Ch’an-Buddhist miscellanies.

J1801/7347  
"Jūichi shu Sōdai Zenmon zuibutsushū jinmei sakuin"  
(Personal-name index to eleven Sung-period Ch’an-sect miscellanies).  
Ishii Shūdo comp.  

Part I of the above work indexes monks' religious names, while Part II contains indexes for monks' other names, names of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, names of secular figures, and titles of sutras and other writings.

There is a personal-name index for Hung Mai’s *I-chien chih* appended to the 1981 punctuated edition. By four-corner system and stroke-count.

5745/3833.02  
"I-chien chih jen-ming so-yin"  
LoC: PL2687.H887 I2 1981 China  
Wang Hsiu-mei comp.  
In *I-chien chih*.  

References in the following indexes to personal names are also found in the *Sung-jen chuan-chi tzu-liao so-yin*.

(C) Z3101.Y446x vol.19  
**Sung-shih chi-shih chu-che yin-te**  
LoC: AI19.C5 Y55 vol. 19 (Orien China)  
Harvard-Yenching Institute Sinological Index Series, #19.  
McMullen #212.

1022/4838.5b  
**Sung Yuan hsueh-an jen-ming so-yin, fu i-ming so-yin**  
LoC: A119.C5 Y55 vol. 19 (Orien China)  
Teng Yuan-ting and Wang Mo-chün comp.  
McMullen #214.
The following is a detailed personal-name index to the *Sung Yuan hsueh-an* and its much longer continuation, the *Sung Yuan hsueh-an pu-i*. Arranged by Japanese pronunciation; there is a stroke-count index and an alternative-name index. It indexes both biographical entries and passing references.

Note also the following:

"*Sung Yuan hsueh-an* li-mu jen-wu so-yin"

(Index to the persons appearing in the section titles of *Sung-Yuan hsueh an*).
Chao Ch'i


This indexes the *Ssu-pu pei-yao* edition of the *Sung-Yuan hsueh-an*. Names are ordered by the four-corner system.

For the names of blockcarvers of Sung and Yuan imprints, see:

For **Buddhist writings** see the fifth index in Part II of the following:

"Jūichi shu Sōdai Zenmon zuihitsushū jinmei sakuin"

(Personal-name index to eleven Sung-period Ch'an-sect miscellanies).
Ishii Shūdo

VI
Indexes and Concordances to Sung Texts

This section lists works that index more than one kind of term, for example, indexes that include personal names as well as place names and other terms. For indexes solely devoted to personal names see Section VII below, for place-name indexes see Section VIII, and so on. The listing that follows is arranged according to the nature and date of the text indexed.

VI.A. THE SUNG SHIH

The Peking Chung-hua shu-chü text of the Sung History is available in the dynastic history database. With it one call up full references and contexts for any person, place, book, organization, title, term, object, or concept mentioned in the text. Searches and printouts are available on request from the the Harvard-Yenching Library (and also from the East Asian Library at the University of Washington) at no charge.

Harvard-Yenching Library
Database Room
Twenty-Five Dynastic Histories Database
Institute of History and Philology
Academica Sinica, Taiwan.

Saeki Tomi's indexes to the treatises of the Sung History include technical and institutional terms. These are,

for the bureaucracy:

J2404/5351(11) Sōshi shokkanshi sakuin
2665/7171.2 [Sung-shih chih-kuan-chih so-yin]
(Annotated translation of the Treatise on bureaucracy in the Sung history).
Saeki Tomi comp.
McMullen #66.

Note the annotated translation:

J9165/5300(44) Sōshi shokukōshi yakuchū, 1
(Annotated translation of the Treatise on fiscal administration of the Sung history).
Wada Sei

for the recruitment system:

J4666/7171 Sōshi senkyoshi sakuin
[Sung-shih hsuan-chü chih so-yin]
(Index to the Treatise on recruitment in the Sung history).
Saeki Tomi comp.
for the legal system:

Sung-shih hsing-fa chih so-yin
LoC: LAW <Japan LH418 Legal History>
(Index to the Treatise on penal law in the Sung history).
Saeki Tomi comp.

and the annotated translation:

J9210/50740
LoC: DS701 .T64 Japan
[Sung-shih hsing-fa chih i-chu kao]
(Draft translation of the Treatise on penal law in the Sung History).
Chūgoku kinsei no hōsei to shakai kenkyūhan comp.

for the military system:

Sung-shih ping-chih so-yin.
LoC: [Sung-shih ping-chih i-chu kao]
(Index to the Treatise on the military system in the Sung history).
Saeki Tomi comp.

for the rivers and canals:

Sōshi kakyoshi sakuin
LoC: DS751 .T64 1979 Suppl.
[Sung-shih ho-ch'ü-chih so-yin]
(Index to the Treatise on rivers and canals in the Sung history).
Saeki Tomi comp.

There is also an annotated translation of the treatise:

J8731/5612
LoC: DS751 .T64 1979 Suppl.
[Sung-shih ho-ch'ü-chih i-chu kao]
(Annotated translation of the Treatise on rivers and canals in the Sung History).
Itō Toshio et al. tr.

for the treatise on fiscal administration:

Ref (C) Z3101.Y446x
LoC: AI19.C5 Y55 vol. 32 (Orien China) (Combined index to the monographs on fiscal administration in fifteen standard histories).
Harvard-Yenching Institute Sinological Index Series #32.
McMullen #40.

and the annotated edition:

4353/1116
LoC: HC427.6 .W35 1984 China (Annotated treatises on fiscal administration through the ages).
Vol. 2. Five Dynasties and Sung.
Wang Lei-ming ed.
The above includes bibliographical references.
VI.B. OTHER HISTORICAL WORKS

The following is an index to the *Sung hui-yao*, the most extensive collection of Sung documents. This index, which may also appear as a computer database, lists the dates for all documents in chronological order.

*Sō kaǐyō hennen*

[Song hui-yao pien-nien]

(Chronology of the *Sung hui-yao*).

Umehara Kaoru [樋原嘉郎] comp.

Kyoto: Jinbun kagaku kenkyūjo, 1995.

A series of indexes to the section on fiscal policy in the *Sung hui-yao* is now appearing. The first indexes bureaucratic and institutional titles and terms. Alphabetical by Japanese pronunciation; there is a stroke-count index.

*Sō kaǐyō shûkô: shokka sakin: shokkan hen*

[Song hui-yao chi-kao: shih-huo so-yin: chih-kuan pien]

(Index to bureaucratic terms in the fiscal policy section of the *Sung hui-yao*).


For Li T'ao's (1115-1184) chronological history of Northern Sung, the *Hsu Tzu-chih t'ung-chien ch'ang-pien*, see:

J2665/4444.1

*Zoku Shiji tsugan châhen goi sakun*

(Vocabulary index to the *Hsu Tzu-chih t'ung-chien ch'ang-pien*).

Umehara Kaoru [樋原嘉郎] comp.


The name index to Li T'ao's work is noted in Section VII.

Umehara has also compiled a comprehensive vocabulary index to the *Ch'ing-yuan t'iao-fa shih-lei* the most important compendium of administrative law.

*Keigen jôhô jirui goi-kiran*

[Ch'ing-yuan t'iao-fa shih-lei yû-hui chi-lan]

(Collection of terms in the *Ch'ing-yuan t'iao-fa shih-lei*).

Umehara Kaoru [樋原嘉郎] comp.


Indexes the Seikado Library edition (rpt. Koten kenyûkai, 1968) of the *Ch'ing-yuan t'iao-fa shih-lei* of 1203, a compendium of administrative law on a wide variety of topics. This edition in 36 chüan is about 45% of the lost original. All official titles and technical terms are indexed. Arranged by Japanese pronunciation; there is a stroke-count index. There are separate listings of the 職 and 職 by topic and a chronological index to these documents.
The same author has compiled a comprehensive index, arranged by stroke count, to the series of five works on the Northern Sung capital of K’ai-feng and the Southern Sung capital of Hang-chou:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meng Yuan-lao</td>
<td>Tung-ching meng-hua lu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu Tzu-mu</td>
<td>Meng-liang lu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nai Te-weng</td>
<td>Tu-ch’eng chi-sheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Hsi-hu lao-jen fan-sheng lu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chou Mi</td>
<td>Wu-lin chi-shih</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ref (J) DS751.U425 1979  Tökei mukaroku Muryōroku tō goi sakuin
LoC: DS751 .U425 1979  [Tung-ching meng-hua lu Meng-liang lu teng yü-hui so-yin]
(Vocabulary index to Tung-ching meng-hua lu, Meng-liang lu and other works). Umehara Kaoru comp.

A general index of key terms has been compiled for the seven Sung-period administrative handbooks or kuan-chen listed below, some of which are practical and others moralistic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li Yuan-pi</td>
<td>Tso-i tzu-chen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lü Pen-chung</td>
<td>Kuan chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chu Hsi</td>
<td>Chu Wen-kung cheng-hsun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anon.</td>
<td>Chou-hsien t’i-kang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen Te-hsiu</td>
<td>Chen Hsi-shan cheng-hsun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu T’ai-ch’u</td>
<td>Ch’ou-lien hsu-lun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hsu Yueh-ch’ing</td>
<td>Pai-kuan chen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

see:

J4617/4473  Sō Gen kanshin sōgō sakuin
(Combined index to Sung and Yuan kuan-chen).
Akagi Ryūji and Satake Yasuhiro comp.
This supersedes the following, an index to the entry headings of all but the last of the administrative handbooks listed above.

BJ1685.2/3203  Kanshin mokuryū sōgō sakuin
LoC: Z7165.C6 A73 1950 Japan  
(Combined index to the headings in kuan-chen [handbooks for local officials]).
Araki Toshikazu and Saeki Tomi comp.
Kyoto: Kyōdaï Tōyōshi kenkyūshitsu, 1950. 72 p.
McMullen #197.

VI.C. LITERARY WRITINGS AND MISCELLANIES

Comprehensive indexes to the documents in literary collections and entries in miscellanies also reference many key terms. For indexes to the following

literary collections:

Chang Fang-p'ing (1007-1091)  Le-ch'üan chi

Chen Te-hsiu (1178-1235)  Hsi-shan hsien-sheng chen-wen-chung kung wen-chi

Chu Hsi (1130-1200)  Chu Wen-kung wen-chi

Fan Chung-yen (989-1052)  Fan Wen-cheng kung chi

Hung Kua (1117-1184)  P’ian-chou wen-chi

Ou-yang Hsiu (1007-1072)  Ou-yang Wen-chung kung ch’üan-chi

Ssu-ma Kuang (1019-1086)  Wen-kuo Wen-cheng Ssu-ma wen-chi

Tseng Kung (1019-1083)  Yuan-feng lei-kao

Yeh Shih (1150-1223)  Shui-hsin wen-chi (29+16 chúan)

Yin Shu (1001/2-1042)  Ho-nan hsien-sheng wen-chi

see: Ref (J) PL2293.S24 1970x Sōdai bunshū sakuin
LoC: Z7059.S24 (Orien Japan)  (Index to Sung-period literary collections).
Saeki Tomi comp.
McMullen #147.
The following anthology of translations of *ku-wen* style prose has separate indexes for proper nouns and subjects. It covers selected writings by Ou-yang Hsiu, Su Hsun, Su Shih, Su Ch'e, Tseng Kung, and Wang An-shih.

| LoC: PL2409 .S5 (Orien Japan) |  |

For an index to titles of pieces in the literary collection of *Su Shih* (1037-1101) see:

| R5345/2123 | So Tōba zenshū sakuin |

For *miscellanies* (*pi-chi*) by:

- Chang Shun-min (c. 1034-c. 1110) *Hua-man chi*  
- Chao Sheng (?-after 1236) *Ch'ao-yeh lei-yao*  
- Ch'i'en Wen-tzu (*chin-shih* 1192) *Pu Han ping-chih*  
- Chou Mi (1237-1298) *Ch'ī-tung yeh-yü*  
- Chou Mi *Kuei-hsin tsā-chih*  
- Chou Mi *Wu-lin chiu-shih*  
- Hsu Ching (1091-1153) *Kao-li t'u-ching*  
- Hung Mai (1123-1202) *I-chien chih*  
- Hung Mai *Jung-chai sui-pi*  
- Kao Ch'eng (?) *Shih-wu chi-yuan*  
- Kung Ming-chih (1091-1182) *Chung-Wu chi-wen*  
- Li Chi-k'o (?) *Ch'iu-ch'uang pai-shuo*
Sung Research Tools

Lu Chen (957-1014)  
Chiu-kuo chih

Meng Yuan-lao (c.1080-after 1147)  
Tung-ching meng-hua lu

Wang Mou (1151-1213)  
Yeh-k’o ts’ung-shu

Wang Ming-ch’ing (c.1127-after 1214)  
Hui-chu lu

Wang Ying-lin (1223-1296)  
K’un-hsueh chi-wen

Wang Yung (?-after 1227)  
Yen-i i-mou lu

Wu Tzu-mu (?-?)  
Meng-liang lu

Wu Tseng (?-after 1170)  
Neng-kai-chai man-lu

Yueh K’o (1183-1234)  
K’uei-t’an lu

Yueh Shih (930-1007)  
Kuang-cho i-chi

see:

For miscellanies by:

Ch’eng Ta-ch’ang (1123-1195)  
Yen-fan lu (16+6 chüan)

Chiang Shao-yü (?-after 1145)  
Huang-ch’ao shih-pao lei-yuan

Fei Kun (chin-shih 1205)  
Liang-hsi man-chih

Ho Wei (1077-1145)  
Ch’un-chu chi-wen

Hsu Hsuan (917-992)  
Chi-shen lu

LoC: PL2257 .T6 (Orien Japan) (Index to Chinese miscellanies).
Saeki Tomi comp.
McMullen #195.
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- Lo Ta-ch'ing (?-after 1248)  
  Ho-lin yü-lu

- Su Ch'ê (1039-1112)  
  Lung-ch'uan lueh-chih

- Su Shih (1037-1101)  
  Tung-p'o chih-lin

- Tseng Kung (1019-1083)  
  Lung-p'ing chi

- Wang Kuan-kuo (?-after 1144)  
  Hsueh-lin

- Wang Ming-ch'êng (1127-after 1214)  
  T'ou-hsia lu

- Wang Te-ch'en (1036-1116)  
  Chu-shih

see:

Ref (C) PL257.C554 1960x
  Chûgoku zuihitsu zatcho sakuin
  (Index to Chinese miscellanies and miscellaneous writings).
  Saeki Tomi comp.
  Volume 7 of the Tôyôshi kenkyû sôkan series.
  McMullen #196.

The following miscellanies can be searched with a computer database on a fee-for-use basis. Fifty Sung miscellanies are classified into more than 1600 categories. Users can use either a personal name index or a subject index. Each search produces references citing the book, chüan, page, and subject classification. This database is not available in the United States at the time of publication. Inquiries regarding possible charges for searches should be directed to Professor Liu at Hang-chou University.

Tien-nao-hua Sung-jen pi-chi chien-so hsi-t'ung
  (Computerized index to Sung miscellanies).
  Liu K'un-t'ai

The following is a list of authors, titles, and editions used in this computerised database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>author</th>
<th>title</th>
<th>edition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ch'ên Shih-ch'ung</td>
<td>Sui-yin man-lu</td>
<td>TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Pi-chi hsiao-shuo ta-kuan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang Pang-chi</td>
<td>Mo-chuang man-lu</td>
<td>SPTK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang Shih-nan</td>
<td>Yu-huan chi-wen</td>
<td>CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Peking: Chung-hua shu-chü)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chang Tuan-i  Kuei-erh chi  CH
Chao Ling-chih  Hou-ch'ing lu  TK
Chao Yen-wei  Yun-lu man-ch'ao  TK
Chao Yü-shih  Pin-t'ui lu  TK
Chiang Hsiu-fu  Chiang Lin-chi tsa-chih  TK
Chou Mi  Chi-tung yeh-yü  CH
Chu I  I-chueh-liao tsa-chi  TK
Chu Pien  Ch'ü-wei chiu-wen  TK
Chuang Ch'o  Chi-le pien  CH
Fan Kung-ch'eng  Kuo-t'ing lu  TK
Fang Shao  Po-che pien (10-chüan edition)  CH
Fang Shao  Po-che pien (3-chüan edition)  CH
Huang Ch'ao-ying  Ching-k'ang hsiang-su tsa-chi  Hua-tung ku-chi ch'u-pan-she
Ho Wei  Ch'un-chu chi-wen  CH
Li Hsin-ch'uan  Chiu-wen cheng-wu  CH
Li Yuan-kang  Hou-te lu  TK
Liu Ch'ang-shih  Lu-p'u pi-chi  TK
Lo Ta-ching  Ho-lin yü-lu (chia pien, i pien, ping pien)  CH
Lu Yu  Lao-hsueh-an pi-chi  CH
Ma Yung-ch'ing  Lan-chen-tzu  TK
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ou-yang Hsiu</td>
<td>Kuei-t'ien lu</td>
<td>CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P'eng Cheng</td>
<td>Mo-k'o hui-hsi</td>
<td>SPTK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fei Kun</td>
<td>Liang-hsi man-chih</td>
<td>Shanghai ku-chi ch'upan-she</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shao Po-wen</td>
<td>Shao-shih wen-chien lu</td>
<td>CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shao Po</td>
<td>Shao-shih wen-chien hou-lu</td>
<td>CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shen Kua</td>
<td>Meng-hsi pi-t'an</td>
<td>SPTK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shih Hsiao-ying</td>
<td>Lo-hu yeh-lu</td>
<td>SPTK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su Ch'e</td>
<td>Lung-ch'uan lueh-chih</td>
<td>CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su Ch'e</td>
<td>Lung-ch'uan pieh-chih</td>
<td>CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su Shih</td>
<td>Ch'ou-ch'i pi-chi</td>
<td>Hua-tung ku-chi ch'upan-she</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su Shih</td>
<td>Tung-p'o chih-lin</td>
<td>Hua-tung ku-chi ch'upan-she</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T'ien K'uang</td>
<td>Ju-lin kung-i</td>
<td>TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ts'ai T'ao</td>
<td>T'ieh-wei-shan ts'ung-t'an</td>
<td>CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tseng Min-hsing</td>
<td>Tu-hsing ts'a-chih</td>
<td>Shanghai ku-chi ch'upan-she</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Chih</td>
<td>Mo chi</td>
<td>CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Kung</td>
<td>Chia-shen ts'a-chi</td>
<td>TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Kung</td>
<td>Sui-shou ts'a-lu</td>
<td>TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang Ming-ch'ing</td>
<td>Hui-chu lu (ch'ien lu, hou lu, san lu, yu lu)</td>
<td>CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang P'i-chih</td>
<td>Sheng-shui yen-t'an lu</td>
<td>CH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Liu discusses the value of his database in:

"Tien-nao-hua Sung-jen pi-chi chien-so hsi-t'ung ta-k'o-wen"

(Answers to questions about the computerized index system to Sung miscellanies).

Hung Mai (1123-1202) authored a miscellany on matters pertaining to intellectual culture and official service. The index below includes personal names.

Hung Mai 《從江》(1123-1202) authored a miscellany on matters pertaining to intellectual culture and official service. The index below includes personal names.

Hung Mai also authored and compiled a series that recorded unusual and bizarre encounters. The following indexes personal names (with a brief identification of the role of obscure figures), place names, titles of books cited, and entry headings.

Hung Mai also authored and compiled a series that recorded unusual and bizarre encounters. The following indexes personal names (with a brief identification of the role of obscure figures), place names, titles of books cited, and entry headings.

Hung Mai also authored and compiled a series that recorded unusual and bizarre encounters. The following indexes personal names (with a brief identification of the role of obscure figures), place names, titles of books cited, and entry headings.

Hung Mai also authored and compiled a series that recorded unusual and bizarre encounters. The following indexes personal names (with a brief identification of the role of obscure figures), place names, titles of books cited, and entry headings.
For book titles appearing in the section on fiscal policy in the *Sung hui-yao* see:

J4353/3810(1)  

**Sō kaiyō shūkō shokka sakuin, jinmei shomei-hen**  

[Sung hui-yao chi- kao shih-huo so-yin jen-ming shu-ming p’ien]  

(Index to Sung hui-yao chi-kao "shih-huo" section: personal names and book titles).  

Sōdaishi kenkyū iinkai 萬代史研究委員會  


**Imperial edicts** in the same work are indexed in a companion volume:

J4353/3810(2)  

**Sō kaiyō shūkō shokka sakuin, nengappi shōchoku-hen**  

[Sung hui-yao chi-kao shih-huo so-yin nien-yueh jih chao-ch’ih p’ien]  

(Index to Sung hui-yao chi-kao "shih-huo" section: dates and imperial edicts).  

Sōdaishi kenkyū iinkai 萬代史研究委員會  


For the titles of books and compositions in the *Ssu-k’u ch’üan-shu* edition of the *Chien-yen i-lai hsi-nien yao-lu*, which covers the period 1117-1161, see

(C) DS751.L5 1992x  

“Chien-yen i-lai hsi-nien yao-lu chung so-chien shu-p’ien tso-che, shu-p’ien ming so-yin”  

Chien-yen i-lai hsi-nien yao-lu chung so-chien shu-p’ien tso-che, shu-p’ien ming so-yin  

(Index to titles and authors in the Chien-yen i-lai hsi-nien yao-lu).  

P’ei Ju-ch’eng 梁冠生 ed.  

In Chien-yen i-lai hsi-nien yao-lu.  


Vol. 4, pp. 509-614.

Note also the following index to anthologies of *tz’u* poems:

LoC: Z3108.L5 S45 (Orien China)  

**Tō Sō shisen goshu sōgō intoku**  

(Combined index to five collections of T’ang and Sung *tz’u*).  

Shirai Rakuzan 白井楽山 comp.  


McMullen #207,
and for shih poetry the following:

Ref (C) Z3108.L5 S84  
*Tang Sung ming-shih so-yin*  
1985  
China (Index to famous T'ang and Sung poems).  
Sun Kung-wang 蘇公望 comp.  

This work has four indexes, covering the first two characters of every couplet, the title of the poem, the poetic theme or key words, and the author.

The following works, on *t'zu* and *shih* poetry respectively, contain indexes by the the first character of the line and, in the case of *shih* poems, by title as well.

5577/4089  
*Sung *t'zu* chien-shang *t'zu*-tien*  
(Guide to Sung *t'zu* poetry).  
Ho Hsin-hui 何新慧 ed.  

5214.5/7255  
*Sung shih chien-shang *t'zu*-tien*  
(Guide to Sung *shih* poetry).  

For an index to the titles of the 9135 poems in *Lu Yu*’s (1125-1210) 85-*chüan* poetry collection, the Chien-nan *shih-kao*, see:

*Roku Yu Kennan shikō shidai sakuin*  
Murakami Tetsumi 村上哲史 comp.  

This indexes poems by the Japanese pronunciation of the first word in the title. There are also stroke-count and *p‘in-yin* indexes. References are to both the 1976 Chung-hua shu-chü edition and Mao-shih Chi-ku-ko imprint.
VI. NEO-CONFUCIAN AND BUDDHIST TEXTS

The following several works index writings and records of oral teachings in the Neo-Confucian school of the Ch'eng brothers and Chu Hsi. The first, an index to Reflections on Things at Hand (Chin-ssu lu), is appended to the annotated Japanese translation. The first phrase in Japanese and significant terms for each passage are indexed.

J9100/0230(37)   Kinshi roku
LoC: B128.C53 C4534 (Orien Japan)  Chin-ssu lu
[Reflects on things at hand].
Ichikawa Yasuji  丁川安司.

For the record of oral teachings of the Ch'engs see:

Ni Tei isho sakuin  尼類譜索引
[Erh-Ch'eng i-shu so-yin]
(Index to the i-shu of the two Ch'engs).
Yoshida Kōhei 吉田公平 et al. comp.

Ni Tei gaisho suigen sakuin  尼詩集索引
[Erh-Ch'eng wai-shu ts'ui-yen so-yin]
(Index to the Wai-shu of the two Ch'engs).
Takeuchi Hiroyuki 高取広行 et al. comp.

The editions indexed and the two indexes noted above are reprinted in:

J1209/2168   Ni Tei zensho Ni Tei zensho sakuin.

For Chu Hsi's writings, see:

Ref (J) B128.C53 Z9  Shushi bunshū koyū meishi sakuin
LoC: B128.C53 Z9  Shushi bunshū koyū meishi sakuin.
[Chu-tzu wen-chi ku-yu ming-tz'u so-yin]
(Index to proper nouns in Master Chu's literary collection).
Yamanoi Yū 山乃湯和 and Ōshima Akira 大島晃 comp.

For an index to personal names, places, and book titles in Chu Hsi's classified conversations (the Chu-tzu yü-lei), see:

"Shushi gorui jinmei chimei shomei sakuin."
[Shushi gorui jinmei chimei shomei sakuin]
(Index of personal and place names and book titles in the Chu-tzu yü-lei).
Satō Hitoshi 佐藤秀雄 comp.
Appended to Shushi gorui 朱子語類.
This is also available in a Taiwan reprint:

1237/2302A  
(1982:8)  
"Chu-tzu yü-lei so-yin (jen-ming, ti-ming, shu-ming)"  
(Index of personal names, place names, and titles in the Chu-tzu yü-lei).  
In volume 8 of Chu-tzu yü-lei, fu so-yin  

For the most important philosophical sections of the Classified Conversations of Master Chu, see:

1237/2302.2  
LoC: B128.C53 C4627 (Orien Japan)  
[Chu-tzu yü-lei tzu ti-i chüan chih ti-shih-san chüan yü-chü so-yin]  
(Index of phrases in sections 1-13 of the Chu-tzu yü-lei).  
Satō Hitoshi 佐藤秀美 comp.  

For an index to the colloquial vocabulary used in Chu Hsi's Classified Conversations, see:

J1237/7650  
LoC: B128.C53 Z85 1988 Japan  
[Chu-tzu yü-lei k'ou-yü yü-hui so-yin]  
(Index of phrases in sections 1-13 of the Chu-tzu yü-lei).  
Shiomi Kunihiko 石見邦彦 comp.  

The following index series groups phrases from Chu Hsi's commentaries by topic, noting their location in the original.

(J) B128.C53 Z8 1954  
LoC: B128.C53 Z8 1954 (Orien Japan)  
Shushi Shisho shūchū so-yin  
(Chu-tzu Ssu-shu chi-chu so-yin)  
(Index to Master Chu's Collected commentaries on the Four books)  
Gotō Toshimizu 御堂利村 comp.  
Vol. I in the series.  
McMullen #144.

(J) B128.C53 Z8 1954  
LoC: B128.C53 Z8 1954 (Orien Japan)  
Shushi Shisho wakumon so-yin  
(Chu-tzu Ssu-shu hao-wen so-yin)  
(Index to Chu-tzu's "Questions about the Four Books.")  
Gotō Toshimizu 御堂利村 comp.  
Vol. II in the series.  
McMullen #145.

(J) B128.C53 Z8 1954  
LoC: B128.C53 Z8 1954 (Orien Japan)  
Shishūden jirui so-yin  
(Shih chi-chuan shih-lei so-yin)  
(Index to Chu Hsi's Shih chi-chuan)  
Gotō Toshimizu 御堂利村 comp.  
Vols. III and IV in the series.  
McMullen #143.
The index to the most important philosophical sections of the *Classified Conversations of Master Chu* deserves to be treated as a concordance as well.

1237/2302.2

Shushi gorui dai-ikkan yori dai-jūsankan ni itaru goku sakuin

LoC: B128.C53 C4627 (Orien Japan)

[Chu-tzu yü-li tzu ti-i chūan chih ti-shih-san chūan yü-chū so-yin]

(Index of phrases in sections 1-13 of the *Chu-tzu yü-li*).

Satō Hitoshi comp.


There is an excellent series of concordances for Ch’an Buddhist texts, a number of which date the Song period.

*Hanazono University Concordance Series*

Urs App ed.

Kyoto: International Research Institute for Zen Buddhism, Hanazono University, 1993-95.


Vol. 2 etc.

Each volume includes the Taisho Tripitaka text, a radical index, stroke-count index, and four-corner index, and references to translations.
VI.E. INDEXES TO SUNG TEXTS WHOSE CONTENTS ARE MAINLY PRE-SUNG

The *T'ai-p'ing yü-lan* and *T'ai-p'ing kuang-chi*, great court compendia from the end of the tenth century, were drawn from pre-Sung writings. They are indexed by the following:

(C) Z3101.Y446x vol.23 *T'ai-p'ing yü-lan yin-te*  
LoC: AI19.C5 Y55 vol. 23 (Orien China) (Index to the *T'ai-p'ing yü-lan*).  
Harvard-Yenching Institute Sinological Index Series, #23.  
McMullen #165.

and the following, which indexes section and sub-section titles from the table of contents:

Chinn Ho RR R 9297 *T'ai-p'ing yü-lan so-yin*  
4462.8 (Index to the *T'ai-p'ing yü-lan*).  
Ch'ien Ya-hsin comp.  
McMullen #166.

The following covers persons and titles of books cited:

Ref (C) PL2446.T353 C5 *T'ai-p'ing kuang-chi jen-ming shu-ming so-yin*  
LoC: PL2446.T353 C5 (Orien China) (Personal-name and book-title index to the *T'ai-p'ing kuang-chi*)  
Chou T'zu-chi comp.  
McMullen #168.

Ref (C) Z3101.Y446x *T'ai-p'ing kuang-chi p'ien-mu chi yin-shu yin-te*  
vol.15 (Index to section headings and titles of books quoted in the *T'ai-p'ing kuang-chi*).  
Teng Ssu-yü comp.  
Harvard-Yenching Institute Sinological Index Series, #15.  
McMullen #167.

Note also

9200/8073 "*T'ai-p'ing kuang-chi yin-shu yin-te pu-cheng*"  
LoC: H8.C47 J46 China (Supplement to the Index to books quoted in the *T'ai-p'ing kuang-chi*).  
Yeh Ch'ing-ping (Fu-jen ta-hsueh) Jen-wen hsueh-pao 2 (1972): 179-196,  
and

5736/4462.51 *T'ai-p'ing kuang-chi so-yin*  
LoC: AC149.T323 T35 1982 China (Index to the *T'ai-p'ing kuang-chi*).  
Peking: Chung-hua shu-chü, 1982. 168 p,
which indexes book titles and section headings as found in the 1961 Chung-hua shu-chü edition of the work.
There is an index to part of the *Ts'e-fu yuan-kuei*, the great compendium of administrative history, indexing personal names, place names, offices, titles, customs and beliefs, and practices of foreign peoples found in *chüan* 652-664 and 956-1000:

R9297/1184.8  Sappu genki, hōshibu, gaishinbu sakuin
LoC:  AE2.T763 U87 1938 Japan

(Index to the sections on ambassadors and foreign vassals in the *Ts'e-fu yuan-kuei*).
Utsunomiya Kiyoyoshi 学園明生 and Naitō Boshin 賀豆文十 comp.
McMullen #89.

Here we may also note the comprehensive index to *Ssu-ma Kuang's* 司馬光 *Tzu-chih t'ung-chien*:

Chinn Ho RR R 2512  Shiji tsugan sakuin
1279.2  [Tzu-chih t'ung-chien so-yin]

(Index to *Tzu-chih t'ung-chien*).
Saeki Tomī 安井富 comp.
McMullen #90.

For *Yeh Ta-ch'ing's* 葉達清 (c.s. 1205) *K'ao-ku chih-i*, see:

Ref Z3101.Y446x vol.3  K'ao-ku chih-i yin-te
LoC:  AI19.C5 Y55 vol. 3 (Orien China)  越北郡治所志

(Index to *K'ao-ku chih-i*).
Harvard-Yenching Institute Sinological Index Series #3
McMullen #142.

For the *Ching-te ch'uan-teng lu*, a collection of *Buddhist biographies*, see:

J9161/5672  "Keitoku dentōroku koyū meishi sakuin"

[Index to proper nouns in the *Ching-te ch'uan-teng lu*).
Suzuki Tetsuo 鈴木哲夫
McMullen #276.

The above has five sections: personal names, place names, temple and pagoda names, reign periods, and administrative terms. Arranged by Japanese pronunciation.

For an index to the Northern Sung *Taoist encyclopedia* Yun-chi ch'i-ch'ien 宇文七冕, see:

WID-LC BL1900.  Index du Yunji qiqian: projet Tao-tsang.
VII

Atlases, Maps and Place-Name Indexes

Included here are sources for finding the locations of places within the administrative hierarchy and their geographical locations, indexes to place names in Sung-period geographies and other works, and modern geographical studies. Indexes including but not exclusive to place names will be found in Section VI with other comprehensive indexes.

VII.A. ATLASES AND MAPS

VII.A.1. Historical Atlases

The most authoritative maps of Sung China are in:

R3020/447(6), Chung-kuo li-shih ti-t'u chi, vol. 6: Sung Liao Chin shih-ch'i
Ref (C) G2306.S1 C55 1982 (Historical atlas of China: Sung, Liao, and Chin periods).
LoC: G2306.S1 C55 1982 T'an Ch'i-hsiang, general editor.
Shanghai: Ti-t'u ch'u-pan, 1982. 115 p.

This work includes 44 maps for Sung, Liao, and Chin at different periods. The introduction explains the choices made. Maps contain both present-day and Sung-period locations for urban centers, administrative boundaries,
and geographical features. There is a place-name index. In accuracy, if not in scale, this work supersedes:

R3080.8/4234  
LoC: G2306.S1 Y3 1906 (Map) Cage  

Li-tai yü-ti yen-ko-t'u, ts'e 30, Sung ti-li chih t'u  
(Maps of changes in historical geography: Maps of the Sung Treatise on geography).

Yang Shou-ching 阳寿成 comp.  
1906 edition (also rpt. Taipei: Lien-ching, 1975),

which is based on the “Treatise on Administrative Geography” in the Sung History. This work is indexed by:

R3080.8/4234  
LoC: G2306.S1 Y3 1906 (Map) Cage  

Li-tai yü-ti yen-ko-t'u so-yin  
(Index to the Li-tai yü-ti yen-ko-t'u)

Ch'iao Yen-kuan 郭应全 comp.  

VII.A.2. Various Maps

A reliable 32x26” map of Northern Sung, especially good for North China border regions, is included with the index to Hu San-hsing's commentary to the Tzu-chih t'ung-chien:

J2512/1279.2  
Shiji tsugan Kochë chimei sakuin  
(Place-name index to Hu [San-hsing]'s commentary on the Tzu-chih t'ung-chien).

Araki Toshikazu 阿部敏之 and Yoneda Kenjirō 米田兼範 comp.  

The Sung Project issued a one-page enlargement of the map of Northern Sung circuits and prefectures, c. 1120, found in

RJ2405/5375  
Tōyō rekishi daiijiten  
(Encyclopedia of East Asian history).


For a map of commercial centers in the eleventh century, see:

(Wid) EconP 50.5.7  
"Une carte des centres commerciaux de la Chine à la fin du XIe siècle."

Etienne Balazs.  

For maps of transportation routes, see:

J4488/5234  
Tō Sō jidai no kōtsū to chishi chizu no kenkyū  
(Studies of T'ang and Sung transportation routes and maps).

Aoyama Sadao 青山貞雄  

There is a map of main Northern Sung roads after page 50; of the Pien waterway after page 256; and of the grain transport system after page 444. The volume includes a looseleaf reproduction of a rubbing of a map giving prefectural examination quotas in the mid-thirteenth century.
Note also various maps pertaining to the regional distribution of chin-shih degree holders in:


LoC: JQ1512.Z13 E8719 1985  John W. Chaffee

For a set of modern and ancient maps of Southern Sung Hang-chou, locating wards, government offices, commercial sites, and so on, see:

J2662/4740  *Chūgoku kinsei no toshi to bunka*  
(Cities and culture in early modern China).
Umehara Kaoru ed.

A number of **Sung-period maps** exist as engravings and in local gazetteers. Many of these are reproduced, together with scholarly studies, in:

- (Map Collection)  *Chung-kuo ku-tai ti-t'ü chi*  
  (Collection of Chinese historical maps).
- (C) G2305.C93 1990  Ts’ao Wan-ju et al. comp.

### VII.B. GUIDES TO ADMINISTRATIVE AND GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATIONS

To locate a place within the administrative hierarchy (e.g., the prefecture or chou and route or lu in which a particular subprefecture or hsien lies), consult:


LoC: DS706.5 .W7  Hope Wright comp.
McMullen #64.

Alphabetical, by Wade-Giles romanization; includes a character index. Gives the coordinates of prefectural seats and the distance (in li) of subprefectural seats from the prefectural seat. This is based on the "Treatise on Geography" in the *Sung History* and the two Sung-period geographies noted below.

To locate administrative units, bodies of water, mountains, etc. on maps, see the index to:

R3020/0447(6)  *Chung-kuo li-shih ti-t’u chi, Vol. 6, Sung Liao Chin shih-ch’i*  
(Chinese historical atlas: Sung, Liao and Chin periods).
T’an Ch’i-hsiang ed.

### VII.C. INDEXES TO SUNG-PERIOD GEOGRAPHIES

Two Northern Sung geographies have been indexed. For the earlier, the 200-chüan *T’ai-p’ing huan-yü chi* (980), see:
A second geography, the 10-chüan Yuan-feng chiu-yü chih, was presented in 1080. The 1984 punctuated, critical edition includes an index.

3025/1144b(1-2)

LoC: DS706.5.W33 1984 China

(Yuan-feng chiu-yü chih
(Comprehensive geography of the Yuan-feng period).
Wang Ts'un Wang Wen-ch'ü and Wei Sung-shan comp.

This edition supersedes the 1784 edition, reprinted in 1976, for which the following index should be consulted:

Genpō kyūkishi, fu sakuin
元祐九年志附索引
[Yuan-feng chiu-yü chih fu so-yin]
(Index to the Comprehensive geography of the Yuan-feng period).
Shimai Kazuyasu comp.

The private cultural geography of Southern Sung China, the Yü-ti chi-sheng of ca. 1221, was based on earlier geographies, gazetteers, and personal experience. The reprinted edition includes indexes to place names, personal names, and stone inscriptions according to the four-corner system. There is a stroke-count index.

3025/1173b

LoC: DS706.5.W28 1991 China

(Yü-ti chi-sheng
(Records of famous places).
Wang Hsiang-chih comp.
Peking: Chung-hua shu-chü, 1992. 8 volumes.

There is also an index to a similar but shorter work by Chu Mu: "Fang-yü sheng-lan ti-ming so-yin"
方輿勝覽地名索引
(Place-name index to the Fang-yü sheng-lan).
In Sung-pen 大本Fang-yü sheng-lan.

For converting Sung-period place names into their modern approximations and equivalents, turn to the historical atlas Chung-kuo li-shih ti-t'u chi and standard geographical dictionaries.

VII.D. PLACE-NAME INDEXES TO OTHER WORKS

For waterways as given in the "Treatise on Rivers and Canals" of the Sung History, see:

J8731/2230 Sō shi kakyoshi sakuin
VII. MODERN GEOGRAPHICAL STUDIES

The following study of Sung walled cities, from capitals down to subprefectures, includes a chart showing the dimensions and other features of the walls and moats of about 150 such cities, noting their administrative rank.

J2404/5282
"Sōdai no toshi jōkaku"
(The walls of Sung cities).
Shiba Yoshinobu
In Nakashima Satoshi sensei koki kinen ronshū
(Essays in honor of Nakashima Satoshi).

The following is a study of transportation routes in the T'ang and Sung periods:

J4488/5234
Tō Sōō jidai no kōtsū to chishi chizu no kenkyū
(Studies of local gazetteers, maps, and transportation routes in T'ang and Sung).
Aoyama Sadao
VIII
Resources on the Government

VIII.A. The Structure of Government

Note the existence of the following charts depicting the structure of the central government prior to and upon the
Yuan-feng period restructuring of the central bureaucracy.

"Chart I: The Sung Central Government until about 1080."
"Chart II: The Sung Central Government after about 1080."
E. A. Kracke, Jr.
Distributed by the Sung Project.

For an overview of the structure of Sung government, see:

T574 1985
LoC: JQ1512.Z13 T574 1985
Charles O. Hucker.

Note also the discussion of the structure of civil government in:

(W) JQ1512.K7 Civil Service in Early Sung China, 960-1067
LoC: JQ1512 .K7
E. A. Kracke, Jr.
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1953, pp. 28-53,

and in Miyazaki Ichisada's 57-page introduction to

J2404/5351(11), Sōshi shokkanshi sakuin
2665 7171.2
(Index to the Treatise on the bureaucracy in the Sung history).
Saeki Tomi comp.
McMullen #66.

VIII.B. Bureaucratic Ranks

The following article discusses the complex method of assigning rank and office. It includes a chart, in Chinese,
giving the rank titles for civil and military officials before and after the system was revised; it also indicates
normal career routes through the ranks.

LoC: DS12 .A45
Umehara Kaoru.

Note also the introduction to:

WID-LC Translation of Sung Civil Service Titles.
K7 1978
LoC: JQ1512.Z1 K7 1978

and the translation of the protocol list of 1038 in the aforementioned Kracke, Civil Service in Early Sung China,
960-1067, pp. 229-235.
VIII.C. Incumbents in Certain Offices

The political chronologies for Northern and Southern Sung cited above record appointments to high central and provincial offices. Here lists of incumbents in particular offices are noted.

For incumbents in military intendancies (the Northern Sung ching-lueh an-fu shih and Southern Sung chih-chih shih or chih-fu shih) chronologically by place, see:

JS7354.A4
Pei-Sung ching-fu nien-piao
(Chronological tables of Northern Sung military intendants).

Nan-Sung chih-fu nien-piao
(Chronological tables of Southern Sung military intendants).

Wu T'ing-hsieh
Punctuated and emended by Chang Ch’en-shih

This work is commonly available in the Erh-shih-wu shih pu-pien (Shanghai: K’ai-ming shu-tien, 1937, and later reprints). Only the edition listed above includes a name index.

For the Five Dynasties period, see:

J2640/1786
Godai Sōsho hanchin nenpyō
(Chronology of military commands in the Five Dynasties and early Sung).

Kurihara Masuo

For membership on the Council of State for the entire Sung dynasty, including documents of appointment and some biographical and anecdotal information, see the punctuated, critical edition of Hsu Tzu-ming's Sung tsai-fu pien-nien lu and Lü Pang-yao's Hsu Sung tsai-fu pien-nien lu. It includes a name index.

4695.5/2926.1
Sung tsai-fu pien-nien lu chiao-pu
(Chronology of Sung chief and assisting councilors, revised).

Wang Jui-lai
Peking: Chung-hua shu-chü, 1986. 72, 4, 1, 2, 1848, 28 p.

The membership for the years 1041 through 1125 is also given in chart form in:

J4616/1131.2
Ō Anseki jiten
(Encyclopedia of Wang An-shih).

Higashi Ichio

The Sung History also includes a table of appointments to the Council of State.
VIII.D. Offices and Official Titles

For brief overviews of the Sung official system, see the studies by E. A. Kracke, Jr., and Miyazaki Ichisada and the introduction to Charles O. Hucker’s *Dictionary* below. Comprehensive indexes that include official titles will be found in Section VI.

The system of official titles in Sung was made up of several different schedules of titles for denoting rank; these were in turn distinct from the names of the particular functions to which officials were assigned. This is further complicated by the Sung use of T'ang-period functional titles as rank titles and by several Northern Sung reforms of the schedules of titles. The best introduction to this complicated system is:


This article includes a chart, in Chinese, giving the rank titles for civil and military officials before and after the system was revised; it also traces normal career routes through the ranks. The index to Umehara's book, a collection of studies on the Sung official system, includes the offices and titles discussed in the book.

J2404/5351(37) Sōdai kanryō seido kenkyū
LoC: JQ1512.Z1 U44 1985 Japan (Studies of the Sung bureaucracy).
Umehara Kaoru 氷原和男

For English translations of official titles with brief explanations of changes in function through the ages, see:


Hucker’s translations of titles are becoming standard. They supersede Kracke’s translations as given in:

(Widener) (W) JQ1512.Z1 C454 Les fonctionnaires des Song: *Index des titres*
McMullen #65.
Saeki Tomi's indexes to various treatises of the *Sung History*, noted in Section VI above, also index official titles. In particular note the index to the "Treatise on Bureaucracy":

J2404/5351(1)  Sōshi shokkanshi sakuin
2665/7171.2

[Index to bureaucratic terms in the *Sung History* by Japanese pronunciation; there is a stroke-count index.]

McMullen #66.

There are several indexes to the section on fiscal policy in the *Sung hui yao*. The following indexes bureaucratic and institutional titles and terms. Arranged by Japanese pronunciation; there is a stroke-count index.

J 4353 3810 (3)  Sō kaivō shōkō: shokka sakuin: shokkan hen

[Index to bureaucratic terms in the fiscal policy section of the *Sung hui-yao*]


A convenient source for descriptions of major offices is the Sung volume of the *Chung-kuo li-shih ta-tz'u-tien*, previously noted, which also explains some of the informal terms used to refer to major offices. The surviving fragments of Wang I-chih's late-twelfth century work on the Sung bureaucracy and its historical origins, the [Li-tai] *Chih-yuan ts'o-yao*, has also been indexed:

J4681/2230  Shokugen satsuyō sakuin

[Index to the *General history of government systems [through the ages]*]

Kyoto: Tōyō shi kenkyūkai, 1956. 30 p.  
McMullen #92.

Finally, note the forthcoming dictionary of Sung official titles and terminology:

*Sung-tai kuan-ming shu-yū tz'u-tien*

(Dictionary of Sung-period official titles and terminology).

Peking: Chung-hua shu-chü, forthcoming.

For **abbreviated and alternative names for offices**, see:

2665/4347(1)  "Sung-tai chih-kuan chien-ch'eng pieh-ming hui-shih-hsuan"

(Abbreviated and alternative names for selected offices in the Sung dynasty).

IX
Dictionaries and Glossaries

Note: useful for determining the meaning and usage of various terms are the several indexes that cover terms as well as proper nouns. These are listed in Section VI above. Refer also to the historical dictionaries and encyclopedias listed in Part IV.A.

IX.A. MODERN DICTIONARIES AND GLOSSARIES

IX.A.1. Language Usage

The following is the most comprehensive dictionary to date of Sung literary usages and colloquialisms as found in literary works, records of speech, and other texts. Arranged by stroke count.

Ref (C) PL1497.L786
1985x
Sung Yuan yü-yen tz'u-tien

(Library of Sung and Yuan language).
Lung Ch'ien-an comp.

There is also an index to the colloquial language and vocabulary used in the Classified Conversations of Chu Hsi:

J1237/7650
LoC:  B128.C53 Z85 1988 Japan
Shushi gorui kōgo goi sakunin

[Index to the "vocabulary of colloquialisms" in the Chu-tzu yü-lei].
Shiomi Kunihiko comp.

We note here the completion of the most extensive and authoritative dictionary of written Chinese:

Ref (C) PL1420.H3494
1986
Han-yü ta-tz'u-tien

(Great dictionary of the Chinese language).

For vernacular terms after the late T'ang, see:

5175/0203
LoC:  PL1420 .C516 1992 China
Chin-tai Han-yü tz'u-tien

(Dictionary of early-modern and modern Chinese language).
Kao Wen-ta gen comp.

Includes definitions, examples of usages, variations, and related items.
IX.A.2. Institutional Terms and Usage

For institutional terms and their usage, the most comprehensive modern historical dictionary is the previously mentioned:

R2457/2325(5) Chung-kuo li-shih ta-tz'u-tien: Sung shih
(Chinese Dictionary of Sung History)
Teng Kuang-ming and Ch'eng Ying-liu ed.

Note, however, the previously mentioned:

Sung-tai kuan-ming shu-yü tz'u-tien
(Dictionary of Sung-period official titles and terminology).
Kung Yen-ming ed.
Peking: Chung-hua, forthcoming.

For terms pertaining to Chinese social and economic history, but not exclusively to the Sung period, see:

(J) HC427.H67 1966x Chūgoku shakai keizai shi goi
(Encyclopedia of Chinese social and economic history).
Hoshi Ayao comp.

Volume 2 is a supplement to the first volume. Both are organized by Japanese pronunciation and include a stroke-count index.

Also for terms pertaining to Chinese economic history, but not exclusively to the Sung period, see:

4352/4824 Chung-kuo ching-chi-shih tz'u-tien
(Dictionary of Chinese economic history).
Chao Te-hsin comp.

This includes 5470 historical items. There is a classified index by period and then by subject. There is a stroke-count index. For Sung economic history, see the section by Ko Chin-fang and Ku Jung, pp. 330-431.

For a variety of terms relevant to Wang An-shih's New Policies regime, see the glossary in:

J4616/1131.2 Ō Anseki jiten
(Encyclopedia of Wang An-shih).
Higashi Ichio

IX.A.3. Documentary Terms and Usage

For definitions and translations of names for the various kinds of documents and informal literary writings appearing in literary collections, with references to examples, see:
IX.A.4. Other Glossaries

For terms relating to tz’u poetry, see the glossary in:

5577/4089  

Sung tz’u chien-shang tz’u-tien  

(Sung tz’u chien-shang tz’u-tien)  

Ho Hsin-hui ed.  
Peking: Pei-ching Yen-shan ch’u-pan-she, 1987, pp. 1288-1297,

and

(C) PL2336.T4 1990  

T’ang Sung tz’u pai-k’o ta-tz’u-tien  

(T’ang Sung tz’u pai-k’o ta-tz’u-tien)  

Wang Hung et cl. comp.  

For allusions used in Sung tz’u lyrics, see:

5577/8134  

Ch’üan-Sung-tz’u tien-ku k’ao-shih tz’u-tien  

(Dictionary of allusions used in the Ch’üan-Sung tz’u)  

Chin Ch’i-hua general ed.

and

Ref (C) PL2341.T38 1994x  

T’ang Sung tz’u tien-ku ta-tz’u-tien  

(Great dictionary of allusions in T’ang and Sung tz’u lyrics)  

Ko Ch’eng-min, Hsieh Ya-fei, et al.

Each item gives origin (引原), expanation (釋義), and examples (例). Items are arranged in stroke count order.

For Ch’an Buddhist terminology, see the previously cited:

Ref (J) BQ9259.Z45  

Zengaku daijiten.  

(Great dictionary of Ch’an Buddhism)  
Komazawa daigaku nai Zengaku daijiten hensanjo  
Kiyokawa daigaku daigaku daijiten comp.
For terms appearing in 30 T’ang and 80 Sung literati miscellanies, see:

5209/1113  
*T’ang Sung pi-chi yü-iz’u hui-shih*
(Glossary of terms in T’ang and Sung miscellanies).
Wang Ying

Items are ordered by pronunciation (*p’in-yin* romanization). There is a stroke-count index. The author defines each term, explains its grammatical function, and gives examples.

**IX.B. SUNG-PERIOD DICTIONARIES AND ANNOTATED GLOSSARIES**

**IX.B.1. Indexed Dictionaries**

Of the several dictionaries compiled or revised during Sung one of the most important, the *Kuang-yun*, a 5-chūan rhyme dictionary from 1011 with over 26,000 characters, has been indexed; see:

5125/7948g  
*Chiao-cheng Sung-pen Kuang-yun, fu so-yin*
(Collated Sung edition of the *Expanded rhymes*, with index).
Ch’en P’eng-nien and al. Corrected by I-wen yin-shu-kuan.

This supersedes

5123/7948.5  
*Kōin sakuin.*

[ *Kuang-yun so-yin*]
(Index to the *Kuang-yun*).
Sakai Ken’ichi et al. comp.
Tokyo: Tōkyō kyōiku daigaku Tōyō bunka kenkyūkai, 1953.
McMullen #267.

The *fan-ch’ieh* spellings in the *Kuang-yun* have been indexed in:

*Kōin hansetsu sakuin*

LoC: PL1201.K853 H37 1966 Japan

[ *Kuang-yun fan-ch’ieh so-yin*]
(Index to the *fan-ch’ieh* spellings in the *Kuang-yun*).
Harada Tanenari (前田達成) comp.
McMullen #268.

**IX.B.2. Glossaries, Encyclopedias and Manuals**

Chao Sheng’s *Ch’ao-yeh lei-yao*, from the thirteenth century in 5 chūan, defines terms from many areas of official life. It is indexed by:

*Ch’ao-yeh lei-yao yin-te*  
(Index to the *Important affairs in state and society*).
Stephen Yu.
Two Sung works covering a wide variety of topics of interest to officials and literati are listed below. These reprinted editions include full tables of contents with page numbers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Title/Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Edition Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Of value for administrative matters, particularly for clerical terminology, is the following Yuan-period work. This edition includes a stroke-count index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Title/Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Edition Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The following is a kind of thesaurus for letter writing. It lists elegant literary alternatives (with loci classicī) for commonplace terms and phrases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Title/Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Edition Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For philosophical terms in the Neo-Confucian school of Chu Hsi, as glossed by Chu’s disciple Ch’en Ch’un in his Pei-hsi tzu-i with comments from later philosophical thinkers, see:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Title/Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Edition Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Sung Works with Detailed Tables of Contents

Here are listed works for which tables of contents have been prepared as research aids.

Ref (W) PL 2472.Z5 I9  Part I: *Concordance to Chu Hsi's Ta-hsueh chang-chü.*
Stanford Concordance Series.

For the documentary collection *Sung hui-yao,* see:

(J) DS751.H733 S6 1970 Sōkaiyō kenkyū biyō mokuroku
LoC: DS751.H733 S6 1970 (Orien Japan)
Table of contents for research on the *Sung hui-yao* by Aoyama Sadao.

which supersedes the partial table of contents in:

(Widner) Ch 30.179 vol.3  *Table des matières: Song houei-yao.*
McMullen #172.

For a supplement and a more detailed table of contents of *Sung-hui-yao chi-kao,* see:

4684/381.1  *Sung-hui-yao chi-kao k’ao-chiao*
LoC: DS751.H733 W36 1986 China
Table of contents for the *Sung-hui-yao chi-kao* by Wang Yun-hai.

This reprints an older Taiwan work but is superseded by the Japanese table of contents above.

Yoshida Tora and Tanada Naohiko have been responsible for tables of contents for *Chang Ju-yüi’s Ch’üan-shu k’ao-so:*

R9297/0446.1  *Sandō sensei Gunsho kōsaku mokuroku*
LoC: (Shan-t’ang hsien-sheng Ch’üan-shu k’ao-so mu-lu]
Yoshida Tora and Tanada Naohiko comp.
McMullen #170.

Their

*Kokuchō shoshin sōgi mokuroku hoka*
LoC: (Kuo-ch’ao chu-ch’en tsou-i mu-lu t’a]
(Tables of content for the *Kuo-ch’ao chu-ch’en tsou-i,* etc.).
Yoshida Tora and Tanada Naohiko comp.
McMullen #174.

has tables of contents for the following collections and histories:

- Chao Ju-yü 趙汝愚 Kuo-ch'ao chu-ch'en tsou-i 趙朝諸中奏議
- P'eng Po-ch'uan 彭百川 T'ai-p'ing chih-chi t'ung-lei 太平治懿統例
- Tseng Kung 曾 Türkiye Lung-p'ing chi 澤平紀
- Wang Ch'eng 王徹 Tung-tu shih-lueh 順都事略

A detailed table of contents for the great Southern Sung encyclopedia, Wang Ying-lin’s 王應麟 Yü hai, is

Gyokkai mokuroku
上原目録
[Yü-hai mu-lu]
(Table of contents of the Yü-hai).
Yoshida Tora and Tanada Naohiko 高田靱 and Tanada Naohiko 松田奈穂子 comp.
McMullen #171.

The following reprints of old editions of several Sung encyclopedias have tables of contents with page numbers. These are

R9297/0213b  Shih-wu chi-yuan chi-lei
Kao Ch'eng 高亨 (fl. late 11th century).

R9297/4972  Ku-chin yuan-liu chih-lun
LoC: DS705 .L48 (Orien China) (Full accounts of origins, past and present).
Lin Chiung 林琮 (fl. ca. 1215).

9297/0420  Ku-chin ho-pi shih-lei pei-yao
LoC: AE3 .H67 1969 (Orien Japan) (Full essentials of affairs ancient and modern).
Hsieh Wei-hsin 許維新

The following work includes tables of contents for the important documentary collections Cheng Ch’iao’s 鄭樵 T’ung chih and Ma Tuan-lin’s 馬端臨 Wen-hsien t’ung-k’ao:

R9290/43.5 Bunken tsūka goshu sōmokuroku fu Tsūten Tsūshi
LoC: Z3101.B8 Japan

[Tables of contents to five Wen-hsien t’ung-k’ao, plus the T’ung-tien and T’ung-chih].
Tōyōshi kenkyūkai, 1954. 113 p.

Finally, note this index to section titles and section subjects in Sung administrative handbooks:

BJ1685.2/3203

Kanshin mokuji sōgō sakuin
(Combined index to the headings in kuan-chen [handbooks for local officials]).
Araki Toshikazu and Saeki Tomi comp.
Kyoto: Kyōto daigaku Tōyōshi kenkyūshitsu, 1950. 72 p.

This covers the following works:

Li Yuan-pi  Tso-i tzu-chen
Lü Pen-chung  Kuan chen
Chu Hsi  Chu Wen-kung cheng-hsun
Anon.  Chou-hsien t’i-kang
Chen Te-hsiu  Cheng ching
Chen Te-hsiu  Chen Hsi-shan cheng-hsun
Hu T’ai-ch’u  Ch’ou-lien hsu-lun